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PREFACE

A diff erence is a difference
only when ii makes a difference

This guide is designed to provide information about physical fitness tests, per-
ceptual-motor scales, and developmental profiles for use with impaired, disabled,
and handicapped persons so that valid and informed decisions can be made in se-
lecting instruments for prescriptive and diagnostic purposes. In this guide you
will find:

A general introduction to a philosophy of and rationale for testing.
Background information to help in selecting tests and in devising instru-
ments based on the best individual components of standardized batteries:
Brief summaries of various physical fitness tests, psychomotor (perc, ptual-
motor) scales, and developmental profiles; each summary contains in-
formclion about where the test is available, specific characteristics of the
test in terms of what is measured and how it is measured, administrative
considerations, and general comments.
RepreseAtative vzays that school districts, state education departments, resi-
dential facilities, and hospitals have devised to score, record, and tabulate
both individual and group results of various measuring devices.

This guide does not include information about sports skills tests since they are
beyond its stated purpose. However, skills tests can be used effectively by per-
sons teaching, coaching, and working with impaired, disabled, and handicapped
individuals and groups. The American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation (AAH PER), other interested organizations: and publishers have
prepared manuals, guides, and tests dealing with skills in sports and games such
as football, basketball, baseball, softball,- volleyball, swimming, tennis, golf, and
track and field.

This guide is designecbto help you seize tests, scales, or profiles that accurately
ess levels Of physical fitness, perceptual motor function, and overall develop-



ment of individuals you teach and help. Selective use of summar!, charts can be
helpful as you devise items and batteries to evaluate specilk strengths and
weaknessas of persons entrusted to your care. This guide should, aid you in ob-
taining information for diagnosing', and prescribing activities and programs for
individuals with a varlet y of handicapping conditions.



TESTING-WINTRODUCTION
TO ITS 'VALUES AND USES

No equation can define the quality of life,
No Mstrument record it, no computer conceive it
Only bit by bit can feeling man's love retrieve it.

Many physical educators; special educators, and others who work with impaired,
disabled, or handicapped porsons use tests as a drunk uses a lampost for support
rather than illumination. Too many educators in.every sphere of every discipline fail
to realize that a test in itself is not importanthow it is used is all that really counts. It
does no good and makes. no -sense to administer a- physical fitness test, perceptual-
motbr scale, or developn al profile and then stick results in a drawer until the next
year or until the testliadmin. again. A testing program can only be effective
when:

Teachers, directors, volunteers, parents, and others who work with students in a
varipty of school and residential facility situations use test results for remedial
purposes, grouping, diagnosis, prescription, and to plan overall educational
programs for each individual with whom they .vork.

O Educators know exactly what each test item nicasures, what results mean in
'general, and what they mean for specific youngsters.

Educators, 'volunteers, and staff members know vhere each youngster started in
addition to his present status.

Results are used as a guide in planning program revisions for a school or resi-
dential facility as well as for classes or individual youngsters on the basis of
strengths and weaknesses revealed by test scores.



erforinance on standardized tests is uwd as a guide fier assigning boys and girls
to corrective, remedial, and developmental programs and activities as TIN

Test results are used C ietivati anti challenge y oungsters to improve their levels
tel perforinance This is one of the most importantand often'overlooked uses
ol tests and standardized instruments.

Personnel involved in the testing process discuss results with others who know
and work with youngsters in a variety of situationstest results cannot arid should
not he used in a varmint. When knowledge, information, and data about each
youngster's functional ability, developmental level, met life style are ,pooled,
ef .tive use rtyst results and relevant diagnortic :Ind prescriptive teaching are
more likely to oectn.

is /imams and administrators supplement formal testing tr.chniques with in-
formal procedures and observation 01 youngsters 10 a variety of situationsin
se I, out of Nchifit)1, Me the athletic held, and in infortical play situidions.

Professional and nonprofessional personnel working with youngsters of all ages
recognize the effect of each individuars total experience and outlook-motivation,
social pressures, previous experiences, understanding of test items, self-con-
fidence, competitiveness, cooperativeness, pride. and self-imageon motor
proficiency, physical fitness, and percepterd-mmor developnient as reflected by
test scores and sereeningAnstruments. Research and empirical evidence indicate
that these factors can contribute as much aN 50-or tiO percent to these scores.

Versons responsible for the overall program know and understand the signi-
ficance of tem results. Analyses of each fitness, motor skill, or perceptuaknotor
test nein provides information about im individual's ability to perform a specific
task at a given tune tender rine .iet of circumstances. When a teacher or other
responsibki individual finds weaknesses in a youngster's ability to performing
similar motor tasks or physical activities, he has a bt.tter idea of functional
problems and developmental levek. An individual who does poorly on pa-
lms, push-ups, resistance activities ir,volving lifting, pushing, and pulling move-
ments shows signs of weak arm and dihruilder strength lend endurance. When the
instructor observes that the sarne youngster seldom swings or hangs on play-
ground apparatus and cannot thew ir ball far, he has additional information to
guide him in providing suitable activities and exercises to strengthen arms and
shiniklers.

Teachers combine test results and overall knowledge of a youngster's physical,
mental, and emotional condition to understand mo fully cause and effect
relationships, ')ften different youngsters with identi l a mptoms and similar
tr.:44 results only appear to have identical problms. Consiier ese two --amples:,
Johnny, can't hit a softball. Is it because he does not tinders antes of
holding a bat? Could his problem be that he has poor visual acne or can ot track
the ball from the pitcher to home plate, or has difficulty distingeeis mg an object
from the ground when the object changes positions rilpidly? Crruld it be an emo-
tional problemhe doesn't like to hit anything, even a ball with a'bat? Could it be
socialhe doesn't want to he oil a team away from his friOnds? Could Johnny
simply dislike softball?

1 0
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Mary can't read. Is it because she cant distinguish shapes? Does she have later-
ality or directionality it terns that show up in an iniibility to distinguish sides
of the hotly, relatiunshis betwctui hotly and objects in space? Could acuity,
tracking, reversals,.or oth r visuid problems be a (wise?, Or is interest (or lack ni
interest) in the-,:eading terials themselves the culprit?

Johnny anti Mary need hel and individual attention based on the causc of their
kiirning problems. K 1iec'tfk. individualized instruction niitit deal with the
chanicturistics of the learner. iN style. rCiisons he is having problems,:
and the material itself.

Testing and Relevance
Evaluation of performance. ackiKement, and progress Must be part of every reIe-

vant physical education pthgram regardless of age, overaftability, or physical fitness
level ot each participant. Testing and evaluation are important motivetipnal devices
that can challenge youngsters: thoy can be keys for assessing and diagnoSing indi-
viduals strengths and weaknesses. Diagnostic and prescriptive teaching requires a
variety of approaches and techniques. This process can only he ax good as the testing
instruments themselveit and waYs in which instrnments are used and results inter-
preted. Etta' youngster's needs and benefits of participating in physical education
activities and prograniS can he evaluattKI' ef ficiently by an overall assessment ap-
proach which includes:

Informal techniquesobservation nI student performance, self-testing activities,
exploration qictivities: discussions with students,. professionals, and volunteers
who work with students: use of rati,ng seales, cheeklists, inventories, ques--
tionnaires, and screening activities.

Formal techniquestests of twrceptual-motor functions, coordination, gross
motor 'ability, fine niotor ability, fine motor skills, physical fitness, cardiorespi-
ratory function, anthropometric characteristics, and specific sport skills.

Developmental measurestests for intelligence, learning ability, academic
achievement, shcial-emotional behavior, speech, perception, adaptive behavior.

Tests, exatninations. and assessments by expertsresults of evaluations and
assessments of specialists, made available to those who teach physical education.

Individual recordsdata collected about each child organized for use by per-
sonnel involved in physicid education programs. Thne should be allotted..for
specialists who have evaluated youngsters to meet together and with teachers to
discuss appropriate activities and approaches that 'with meet individual student
needs.

A testing program that puts it all:together meorporates devices from
categories listed ilbove. Teachers should be aware of weaknesses of formal test bat-
teries. They should therefore test and interpret results in terms of student needs.

In planning% neW testing program or in revising an existing one, do not overlook (he
importance of visual evaluation (20/20 assessment) based upon critical observation,
knowledge of the youngsters, and professional judgment. This is particularly true at
lower age levels where evaluation of specific aspects of physical education programs
.can be determined from observing activities and by checking 0- e ability of boys lind
girls to perform specific tasks. A C4trefully developed progressive sequence of activ-



ities provides built-in indication% of tiiil,iii needs. ;
and weaknesses

hiippinent icrgrt'ts trim ii

Instructors should also rectignije that:
Some youngsters do well im kilk, tctcic, and motor ability testt hilt perform
Itimrly in games and activities m which these %kills are applied. )thers do poorly
icic ti.NtN illid in.riccriii well Iti games and in real id situation.,

e, Forma; tests and evalnattvo tIiaticu ccciitt cccingtirs flit I erent1%, causing
some to exceed their trim capabilities :Ind tctlIcTS ti) NCI cri. tliVir 13( itUnilid.
Attention mast ht given to assessing . diagnesinv- and iccalitcg itIcIrlit needs
and achievement III situations that are significant and inctiortant to youngsters
themselves.

Basic Concepts About Tests
\`irtually all physical education tests are .ohninistered on the jirincnt hiUt

itVinS reflect getieral dEifacteristics and results of performances on these motor tusks
can be generalizaid to other physical in:kis:Ries. Yet, research in phySic.il education Lind
psychology over the past 50 years revisits little relittimednp among f ine inot4 acts and
betwecti gross and fine nmtor activities. Furthermore, evidence indicates that:

a Little correlation exists between 51 items designed to measure gross motor
.coordmation and performancI ct ic NN motor tasks. Fintlins i,:onsistently sup-
port the thesis that motor act% and tasks are specif it. and transfer from ono tel or
task to atiother occurs only when muscles :mil muscle wimps:IN" MINI identically
m two or more tasks.

ic ihvsicah fitneSs characteristics and traits snch as strehgth, endurance,
and power transfer only in terms of similarity aiming tasks. NInscolar strength
and endurance developed through weight lifting coMrilmte to performance in
specific phy5ic0 activities to the degrip thin training prthnotes 111(Welnents at the
same angle and through the same range of motion as-the activity for which o iii
mg IN designed. Since a shot putter puts the shot at a 45-degree angle, weiglit
training programs that emphasize press nuivements at that angle are more
effective then more conYlintional !miss ninvements.

Psychological and social factors associated with programs, activities, cind people
influence transfer from one physical or motor task to another more thai the
mechanics of activities . physical patterns, aia the movements themselves. Suc-
cess, personal satisfaction, progress, and fun arc all contagions and pi (moth,
positiv'e attitudes from one situation to another.

Obviously it is difficult=if not impossibleto mut: up with vahd conclusions it
garding.a youngster's arm and shoulder strength and endimince bastql tin it single test

--itrin such as pull-ups or push-ups. However, there tpiust cause for concern regairding
deficiency in arm and shoulder Strength inn] .'inhlranye if a youngster performs
poorly ,on push-ups, poll-ups, barhanto. bar dips, a viiriety of climbing and swinging
activities, and is unable to throw t ball c reasonable distamp. The hut OVerall com-
ments might be made in terms of other fitness components snub as balance, flex-
ibility, power, abdominal enduvince, coordination, and cardiorCspiratory eudurinice,
SOlne school districts now gwe two or three test batteries every yeilf to obtain 4i better
oVerairoichine of each youngster's proficiencies and deficiencies in all physieid fit-
ness components. Also, even though little transfer is apparent in perceptual-motor
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activities, basic motor skillsrand sport skills, there is still some validity in adi inister-
ing single physical fitness and/or perceptu'al-motor test batteries it teachers:

Combine test results with oven al knoWlcdge oi each youngster.

Validate test findings by asking eacfcsordent to perform various activities related

to specific test components to deterinMe if performances on related activities
correlate with performances on specific tt.st items.

Set up remedial, corrective, and developmental programs that include activities
and exercises designed to overcome defielencies noted on tests and observed

. when validating test findings or checking hnnches.

Recognize the importance of non physical/motor factors that influence 'test

results.

Remember that children perform differently. They not only have dillerent learn-
ing rates but master various materials mid concepts-at different rates of-speed.
Each grows at his own pace. Ayerages, norms, and percentiles should he used as
guides and not as absolutes.

Know exactly what various tests and specific test itt'iuis purport to measure and
how to use along with other instructional devices to asstss student ability, pre-
stribe procedures for improvement, and _provide each child with learning ex-
periences most appropriate for him.

Tranilating Test Results To Instruction
The re\al value of a testing program is determined hy what it tells teachers about

studentseonfirms suspicions-or opinions, proves hunches,, affirms previous assess-
ments, validates diagnoses, identifies deficiencies and priIhlein areas, arid offers
clues to preventive actionand instructional strategies. Some\ ways in whijh teachers
and others who work with impaired, disabled, and handicapped youngsters Can use
test results to plan instructional prgranis are:

Set up teams or squads so that ypungsters can he grOuped for various physical
activities according to lest results .each child's assignment is hased on his per-
formative on specifie tess or test items; groups are changed\ as activities,change.-
These groups can he homogeneous or heterogeneous with teachers and other
responsible adult instructors selecting youngsters with speAfic proficiencies to
serve-as group Jeliders or peer teachers.

Use nongraded techniques in which youngsters are grotiped act:ording to achirve'
ment_and proficiency regardless of age-or graderryoungstei, might lie--at-levOl
siX for tumbling, nine for ball-skills, and eleven for archery. Obskunisly; youngster

can work at different levels in various physical fitness or OpereOtual-inotor
activities.

Introduce station or circuit approaches in which a variety of cotters emphasize
different activitieN involving special components of physical \ fitnt.ss or per7
ceptnal-motor devi-lopment. In circuit training youngsters rotatq from station to
statiomi at set intemds kenalam factors such as tnne or number a repetitions. In
statito training yonngsters spend more tinie at -each station and May take several
class periods to complete all activities. In either case, -each individual is chal-
lenged according to his ability level, has a chance to succeed,' improve, and

aChieve, and knows the ioy of accomplishment.



Experiment with apprcaches in which impaired, disabled, and handicapped
youngsters have opporiunities to serve as squad leaders, students assistants,
and.peer teachers in activities in which they excel or are especially skilled.

Utilize paired teaching techniques where a youngster with a specific impairtnent,
disability, cir deficiency revealed by a physical fitness or -perceptual-motor
screening test works on a one'.totone basis with a so-called normal youngster.

Assign impaired, disable'd, and handicapped youngsters to regular physical
education classes when they can function successfully, safely, and with personal
satisfaction in sech groups. In many situations, boys and girls with specific
physical, mental, emotional, or social impairments, disabilities. Jir handicaps can
be rotated in and out of regular and special classes on the basis of their ability to
participate and compete in specific activities.

etup special adapted classes to combat deficiencies in Various components of
physical fimess.or perceptualmotor development for youngsters who need then!
because of the effects of specific handicapping conditions. No youngster should
be in a special class or adapted program any longer than is absolutely necessary.

Recognize duat youngsters with deep-seated problems may need the attention of
specialists in special programs. However, they toO should participate in regular
programs when they can successfully, safely, and with personal satisfaction
do so.

Simply put, test results should be used to guide teachers in individualizing instruc-
tion through devices such as:

ill Grouping youngsters according to achievement in each specific area of physical
educationmovement exploration, tr.aek and field, softball skills, physical fitness
levels, perceptual-motor development.

Varying the seope of offerings within each area of physical education to fit the
ability, interest, and knowledge of individual students. Not every individual has
to study, leam, and perform each activity in depth.

Accelerating the pace of learning for talented students so that the c n be con-
tiaually challenged.

Decelerating the pace of learning and curricular o ferings for less talented stu
. dents so that they can experience success.

Providing adapted physical education programs for impaired, disabled, and
handicapped youngsters,_and_for_ those temporarily_ unable==to=participate_ in

. regular activities.

Establishing contract learning experiences in which youngsters participate out-
side the formal class program. This approach provides in-depth experiences and
makes youngsters responsible for some of their own learning. It is important to
show impaired, disabled, and handicapped persons that you have confidence in
their ability to assume responsibility for their own learning. Such an approach
gives students experience in making choices and selecting activities in which
they wish to participate.

Individualized instruction is based on diagnostic and prescriptive teaching. It is
not enough to say a child is physically unfit or perceptually impaired. Physical
educators must know through tests and other evalpative criteria where each

14
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youngster s strengths and weaknesses lie. A youngster may, for example, lack
eye-hand coordination -or balance, hut have no other perceptual problems. In
remedial perceptual work, he could be assigned-to a group of four or five other
children who awed special help in this specific area, not in all aspects of per-
ceptual-motor development.

While teachers can and should use tests, rating scales, profile's, and other`cvaluative
instruMents to deterMine individual needs of youngsters, the importance of observing
children in a variety of situations cannot be overimphasized as a means of acquiring
information about functional ability and developmental levels. When observation is
tempered with knowledge of children, good judgment and professional experience,
it becomes an important vehicle for understanding the behavior and actions of a
youngster. For example:

Chris was a mature, mentally retarded 10-year-old girl, liLher firsiventure into a
recreation program she stood in the corner, head bowed, and wouldn't speak
when spoken to by staff members and student assistants. She hardly even spoke
with other children. The staff accepted Chris as an individual and did not force
her to participate in activities. She was given the opportunity, to observe, get the
feel of activities and the program. In a week she was gnided into structured move-
ment activities and simple rhythms. Later a volunteer noticed that she enjoyed
these activities, and introduced her to simple ballet movements and baton twirl-
ing. Attention from staff members and volunteers made Chris a new girl. She
smiled, kept her head and chin high, became socially aware and alert, and as-
sumed leadership responsibility during the program.

A group of moderately retarded youngsters became deep water swimmers by
leaming die butterfly stroke. During the swimming class this group was watching
other students learn and practice the breast stroke. When the retarded youngsters
got into the water, and tried to reproduce breast stroke movements, the result
was a corrupted breast stroke or butterfly. The inqtruetor was alert and flexible
and individualized the instructional program by teaching this group the butterfly
-stroke. The teaeher capitalized on the situation and taught the stroke when
youngsters-were ready for it although they were not yet scheduled to rearn it,

Adapting Activities to Various Conditions
A prime goal of personnel conducting adapted physical education programs is to

adapt, modify, or adjust activities and exercises to meet individual needs of students
with various handicapping conditions. In many cases this has resulted in these teach-
ers revising rules of games and conditions for tests. Resoureeful teachers and testers_
have always modified actWities and test requirements to make them applicable,
appropriate, and relevant for impaired, disabled, and handicapped persons. Consider
two examples:

After World War II, paraplegics amputees, and thousands of other impaired
veterans returned home and created a viral need for rehabilitation centers around
the globe. From these centers evolved adapted rules and international,competi-
tion in a variety of wheelchair sports and ganies such as basketball, lawn bowling,
table tennis, fencing, swimming, weight lifting, archery, track and fieldshot
put, javelin, discus, dashes, distance runs, and relays. Since 1960 International
Wheelchair Games Paralympics have been held about the same time as the
Olympic Games. Physical educators can use activity modifications of this type
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as a basis for, formal and infornud test itt.911s to evaluate levels of physical fitness
and overall developint i individuals confined to wheelehairs.

Visually impaired u sters have performed well on the American Alliance for
Plix-sical Education, and Recreation Youth Fitness Test and in a variety of

sports -such" as wrestling, swinnning, bowling, and track and fiekl with special .

rules and equipment used only iii needed. Visually impaired children can he
expected to meet norms for all children m activitie.s such as pull-ups, flexed arm
hang, sluat-thrusts, standing long lamp, standing high num), and standing triple
jump; blind children should not -be expected to meet norms for children with
normal vision ill running and throwing events. Blind youngsters should,he able
to meet regular norms in all events on the American Alliance for ilealth, Physical
Education, and Recreation Youth Fitness Test except for actual running events
designed to measure speed, endurance, and agility. Special norms have been
created for youngsters 10 through 17 in these two running events, !Dr. Charles
Buell has developed achievement scales for visually impaired yOungsters in
activities such as swimming, rope juMping, and rope climbing."

Similar approaches have been used with mildly and moderately mentally ret
children as w011 as x".."ith those having other handic:ipping conditions.

Motivating Performance

d

One way to improve performances on physical fitness, perceptu41-motor, and
physical activity tests is to use results to stiondate improvement. Anding specific
approaches teachers and leaders can use to get youngsters to strive hard are:

ard cardboard crests or red, white, or blue ribbons or patches for achievement,
effort, Or improvement,

Let youngsters wear different color shirts, shorts, armbands, or other identifying
devices as .performances improve.

Establish projects in xs hich ,the miles an individual, group, or class runs, jogs,
t cycles, or swims over a stated period of time are recorded on charts or graphs

goals such us swim 100 miles, run or jog front New York to Chicago, Or cYcle front
your town to Disneyland; (map in a prominent place is marked with colored
chalk, ink, or string to indicate progress. This approach can be applied to physical
fitness or percrsiltual-motor activity.

a Post an Honor Roll of youngsters who have run, cycled, or swam a specific number
of laps or miles; done a prescribed number of push-ups, sit-ups, or pull ups; .

improved significantly in a variety ofmotor skills; thrown a softball subsqmnally-L
farther than ever before,

ar Set uj a Hall 9/ Fame to recognize particularly outstanding performances in-
cluding those by impaired, disabled, and Inualicapped youngsters.

Charles E. Physical Education at d Recreation for the Visually Jlaumtheappiud.
Washington, D.C.: American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recrea:
bon, 1973.

Well, Charles E. Physical Education for Blind Children. Springfield, 111,: Charlt E.
Thomas Publisher, 1906.
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Testing In PerspectiveA Summary
. As physic'al education, recreation, and related programs ar planned and im-
plemented, recognize that:

Testing can be an important factor in assessing needs, dia. _osing weaknesses
and prescribing activities for each youngster.

Teif results alone seldom, if ever, provide complete answers or real understand-
ing of individual problems, deficiencies, and weaknesses.

Teacher Observation, understanding of child growth and development, and
knowledge of each youngster along with results from a variety of informal and
formal screening instrument _tests, rating scales, and profiles are among the
ingredients required to make valid judgments about each individual's needs

-The only real values of testing are in determining strengths and weaknesses for
utilizing strengths, and for devising programs, approaches, and techniques to
help individuals OVerconw or cope with identified problems and deficiencies.

Motivational .te'ebuiques and strategies are vital to helping youngsters improve.

Selective and judicious use of tests is an important and integral part of teaching.

Testing is teaching but there is more to teaching than testing.

Testinwsimply to get results for records is a complete waste of time!
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-PHYSICAL FITNES CONCEPT%
CONSIDERATION,SAND TESTS

Preservation of health is a duty.
Few people sgem to be conscious of such

things as physical mortality.
Hippocrates

Physic:al fitness is a term that has a vaHety of meanings_and interpretations. Con-
ceptS range from considering fitness as an alai result to regarding it as a m_cans to an
end. Development of appropdate and adequate levels of physic0 fitness is a unique
contribution of,physical education programs and should he an integral part of corn-
prehensive recreation programs. However, physical fitne...s is not the sole objective of
either programboth.ire more far-reaching, have much greater potential, and have
tremendous impact in educating and tTaining individuals having various handi-
capping conditions. '7

Among many definitions of_physical fitness, the following has been functional and
---practicalrand-is-applicable-to-ithpaired,-disahled,and=handicapped=persons:=physical-

fitness is a state in which an individual possesses qualities of strength, power, agility,
flexibility, endurance, balance, speed, and general coordination to the extent that he
is able to meet his everyday needs and emergency situations adequately. This implies
that functioning of the cardiovascular system is attuned to meet these same everyday
needs and einetgency situations.

Physical fitness can be developed in many ways. Some activities contribute more
to fitness than others; certain app.roaches are more beneficial in promoting some fit-. ..

ness traits, while different techniques are more effective in stimulating and main-
taining others. Unfortunately, some activities purported to develop fitness contribute
little if anything, to .these traits! Therefore, it is incumbent upon teachers/leaders to
know and understand what constitutes good physical fitness and to select activities.

-that-make positive contributions to- fitness, No single activity,. approach,_ or magic



formula g arantees that an individual will reach desired levels of physjcal fitnessa
varied and diversified program is obligatory. in selecting activities, each individual
particip:mt must be clinsidered in terms of chronologicial age: mental age; degree,
sevedty, :and nature of handiciipping a!ondition; previous a-sperience: fiinctninal
abilities; and motivation. Other important ctinsideratiims are contributions of the

thenisekeS tl) attaining specific and Ovenall fitness objectivVN, and use of
techniques and approaches built upon a sound educational, psychological, phya-sio-
logical, and scientific foundation.

Basic Components.of Physical Fitness
For purposes of this guide, basic cominments of physical fitness ar nisidered to

be strength, power, agility, flexibility, muscular sind eardiorespiratory endurance,
balance, speed, and general coordination. A brief discossiini ot each of the fitness
components follows along with general suggestions on how to help individuals ovt-r-
come deficiencies in each of the fitness components.

Strength is developed by working against resistance so that the overload principle
is applied. Resistance Can be provided by working with partners, weights, bars,
dumbbells, medicine balls, apparatus, logs, ropes, or other kinds of weighted objects

Poteeris developed in activities of an explosive_ natura; where maximum force is
reltAased at a specified moment. Jumping, certain types of throwing activities, .and
activities requiring quick; forceful movements encourage development-of power.

Agility is developed in activities requiring die body to be manenveaed in space;
twisting, turning, side-stepping, and sodded- starting mid stopping require agility.

Flexibility is developed in activities that provide maximum range of movement in
any given niint; Sin-idling, swinging, NWaying, aim! other similar body nuivements
promote flexibility,

Endurtmve is of two distinet typesmu tar anti cardiorespiratory. Muscular
endurance is closely related to the strength of a innscie and is developed in activities
where a maximum aminbei of repetitions is Performed against a fixed resistance.
Almost all activities that promote strength can be adapted to develop unisclilar en-
durance, Circnit training and the interval system applied in a variety of activities

xcellent for promoting muscular endurance. Cardiorespiratory endurance' is
influellCed by the :ability of body cells to obtiOn and IINC oxygen and by the ability of
the body to rid itself of carbon dioxide. (:arcliorespiratory endurance is improved by
proldged-rhethanic:dLictivity,=_intmvaal_rumang_LOKI-gWimining,.-cross-Country_rain-
ning, hiking, bicycle riding, and running games. Some cardiologists have stated that
a minimum of two to three minutes of continuous and sustained :activity is necessary -
to evelop sufficient cardiac stress to promote development of cardiorespiradov
endurance. Other cardiologists feel that even longer periodstwenty to thirty ninnies
of continuous activityarc necessary if iinprovement in cardnarespiratoey endurance
is to result from particiimtion in these activities.

Balance consists nf three distinct typesstatic, dynamic, and that involving han-
dling of an object. Static balance is developed in activities where the postural orienta-
tion of the body rentains motionless. DynamiC balance is developed in activities where
equilibrium is Maintained while the body is in motion. Balance board, balance beani,
and tnunrioline activities promote thwelopment of balanee, as do many simple actiy..
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ities in which an individual is forced to make changes in his center of gravity in re-
spcinse to pelstural or envientnental changes. Whether eves are opened or closed
makes a substantial difference when performing balance activities. When eyes are
closed, balance is maintained iioldly through functioning of certain internal mech-
anismsYestibeilar pressures of the inner ear, propzioceptive feedhae-k, and kines-
thetic awarenesswhile visual cues play a major and equally important role when eyes
are opened. Many balance activities can he performed with eyes either opened or
closed.

Balemce tiutivitics often focus upon the individual, with no consid(Tation given the
environment. Is it immobile or mobile? While it is important to provide opportunities
for the individuals to develop static and dynamic balance in an immobile envii'onment-,
it is equally important to help him develop balance in a Moving medium. Consequently
four levelsnot the traditional twoare used in balance progressions: 1) immobile

. mediumstatic haleince; 2) Munobile mediumdynamic balance; :3) moving medium
static balance; lead 4) moving mediumdynamic balance.

Many progressions and approaches can be used to provide opportunities to help
even a very inept individual develop balance in eaele of these categories. Creat;.,,e and
original teachers/leaders can develop many activities to prepare an individual to
-meet safely_successfully. and with personal satisfaction many of the challenges of
daily life which require balance in a moving mediumtaking an escalator, riding on an
elevator, standing en a' moVing lens, walking up the aisle' of a train or airplane. Ac-
tivities which promote balance begin with very simple motionsany time an individ-
ual moves a part of his body, adjustments in balance must be made because of
changes in his center Of gravityand extend to very complex movements.

Speed is dependent upon muscular contraction and is developed in activit es which
emphasize quick movements, los addition to ceytain running (sprint) events, activities
that are jeerformed as rapidly as possible in a specific time Interval serve tel promote
speed in all parts of the-body.

Gerieral coordination is the ability to integrate several different kinds of move-
ments into a single effective pattern. This ability is developed in i wide variety of
activities and witIrdiverse -approaches that range from simple to complex. Some-of
the most eFfeciive coeirdination activities have been developed and devised by individ-
ual teachersIleaders.to meet specific needs of their students. .

Approaches to Develop Physidalr Fitness
_ Sunn uaeial considerations that teewhers/leieders vim keep in mind when devising

programs to help youngsters with various handicapping conditidns jrnprOve oVeraIl---
levels of physical fitness are:

Wient Hutt, doily to vigorous physical activitVio assure progress and
improvement in specific components of physical fitness.

Recognize that many types of play, galleys, rhythmic ,activities,' and general
movement experiences contribute to deveh.p ot physical fitness. Calisthenics
and other formal fitness approaches have a place in the program for sonic in-
dividuals, under given conditions, and help achieve certain results. Judicious
choice Must govern selection of activities to ensure that those appropriate for
development of 'physieal fitness are chOsen when this is the objective of major
concern.
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Provide enfoyable fitness activity through nse-of small &Moment: rapes, jump.=
ropes, balls, hoops. Ws,' inner tubes, chairs, barrels, parachutes, ladders, boxes,
and beanbags. Improvising, using one's creative abilities, and being resourceful
are important to the success of the fitness portion of any prowram. Stime of the
most enjoyable and beneficial activities conie from simple, inexpensive, and
ingenious devices motivated by need and developed because of concern for
variety in the program.

Develop fitness activities for use on a nUmber of kir.ds of large equipment: bon--
zontal ladders, jungle gyms, climbing ropesIgylimasinin apparatus, trees, turn-
ing bars, cargo nets, specialized piecese,g., Swedish Gym, confidence or ob-
stack courses, large logs, mazes of various types, large pipes, and concrete blocks.
Creative thou-ght can lead to imaginative uses of existing equipment, innovations,
and development- of new pieces to met specific and specild fitness needs of all
youngsters.

Design special supplementary and remedial programs to help alleviate specific
physical problems that affect fitness development- posture, foot conditions,
locomotor problems, inadequate range of motion in given joints, joint weakness, ,

and instability, Specific causes for low levels of physical fitness must be astutely
and definitely determined and appropriate remediation planned and im-
plemented.

Select and structure activities according to the fitnessobjective and goals for the
individual at any given time,

Provide self-testing activities that contribute to fitness and learning,

Use partner activities as an effective means for improving fitness; such iictivities
include &al stunts and tumbling, combative games and combatants, ear-Tying re-
lays, and partner calisthenics.

Include swimming and aquatic activities as means of realizing specific fitness
goals and objectives.

Use circuit training and station approaches to locus on specific elements of fit-
ness in an efficient and meaningful way.

e,'

Consider less forrnal,activitkse.g., hiking, walking, cyclingfor their cc,n-
tributions to hiltless.

in additwn, to using these kindS.of activities as a basis for developing and main-
taining high levels of physical fitness, recognize that they can provide important in-
formation about an indiVidual's.level, application, and nse of speCific fitness com-
ponents, Often a more accurate assessment of functional abilities and developmental
levels &in he made by observing the_quality and quantity of a youngster's play and
participation on the playground, in the gymnasium, in the backyard, on the corner -

lot, in the street, and in the swinuning pool. Observations of performance in these
environments cannot be underestimated or overcmphasized as a means of obtaining
important input Ai:Mt an individual's real levels of physical fitness.

Factors discussed about specific Components of physical fitness must be kept in
mind as tests summarized in this section are reviewed and used. As important as
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appropriate and adequate levels of physical fitness are for everyone regardless of age
or status, it :is even more essential to -individuals possessing various handicapping
conditions. In addition to psychologiCal factors that contribute to an individual's
feeling of :success, achilwement, prowess, and self-confidence, many impaired and
disabled individuals need high levels of fitness to get around in the environment
whether accessible and barrier free or not. Mobility of visually impaired persons and

. of those in wheelchairs, in braces, or on, crutches requires high enerwy levels and at-
. tainment of specific components *Of fitness. For others-suCh as individuals with cem

bral palsy, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, or certain muscular disorders, high-
er. energy-fitneSs needs are necessary for participating in normal community activi-
ties. Often individuals with various conditions and high vecational potential have
problems in holding productive employment because they lack sufficient Stewing pow-

. er or endurance to put in a full work day. Still others need higher levels of fitness and
skill to participate in a vatiety of recreational activities to attain greater balance and
diversity for a life worth living. Many impaired, disabled and handicapped persons
need highernot lowerlevels of fitness through rnOrenot less Opportunities _to

. take part in physical activity and recreation programs that promote appropriate and
adequate levels of physical fitness. Intelligent use of fitness tests and batteries can be
important in the process:of illuminating specific needs in this vital area for everyone
including impaired, disabled; and handicapped individuals.



Summary Chart

PHYSICAL g.

Lu

FITNESS TESTS

Centennial Athletic Programme
Testing Program

Fitness Screening Test X X x N

'Ku-vs-Weber Test of Minimum
Y.Mui-eular Fittl6s

Physical Fithskfor the Mentally
iRetarded

Physiyal Fitness Test &Mei* for
X. X XMentally Retarded Children

Eltmientary Schottl Physical Fitness
Test for Boys_and Chit Agesfi to 12

Mr. PearinFt.Gidde to Physical Fitness

Specia I I110tI le II r the i -
XBeta-riled

X

qi -ieal Fitr, Nlotor Ability.
-:.

N N X :

Feth

rest

ody Tett of PItictl Fitness X X

B.toe Whir Abilities Test for
letai,lates

AAU Physical Mtn tnel Proficiency
-nAt

The folk-m*44 bum ties classified primarily at psychomotor
(perceptuahmotor) contain indicated physical fitness componerin!

Movigenie Curriculum X X X

Move-Grow-Learn N

Teaching- Reseaith Motor Development
.eitle for Moderately and Severely
Retarded Chikhen

Purdue Perceptual-Motor NIIIY X X
__..-

BMW Motor Fitne N X N .

Florida State University Diagnostic
Battery of Perceptive Flinctio Xning
ur Trainable Mentally Retarded



Summary Chart

PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST ITEMS'

Listed items and activities can be incorporated into formal or informal approaches
for assessing each of these.physical fitness components. Items and activities that are
a part of the physical fitness test batteries found in this publication are lisied.

Agility Flexibility
Leg Thrusts
Shuttle Run
Side Step
Squat Thrusts/Burke
Zig-Zag Run

Balance
Balance Bodrd Activities

)11ms Stick Series

Walks
_._ObjeerBalance Activities

Cardlorespiratory
Endurance

Rench Step
Cye ling
Hiking
'Ice Skating
Rope Jumping
300 Yard Run
600 Yard Run/Walk

.6-9-12-Minute Run
1/2 Mile Runs

Swimming Activities

Explosive Power
Arms/Shoulders
Medicine Ra 11 Throw
Softball Throw
Vollyball Throw

Back Extension Activities
Back Lifts
Bend, Twist, aiidToucli
Bob
Floor Touch
I lead, Chest Raise

(Prone Position)
Latei al Bend
Leg Raise (Prone Position)
Trunk-Flexiort Activities
Windmill

General Coordination
Ball Bounce
Roll Progression
Rotor Puksuit TraAing
Softball Throw

-Standing Long jump
.Standing/Runninwl ligh Jump

Leg.Power
ountain Climber -

Squat jump
-qnding High jump

Standing Long jump
Vertical lump

:.-

MuscUlar'Endurance-
Abdominal

Curls
Isokinetic Activities
Leg Lifts
Sit-Ups
V-Bit

_ Physique
'Classification Indexes
Ileight
Somatotyping.
Weight
Wetzel Grid

Speed

Dashes (25 to 100 yard)
8-second Dash
Flying 20-30 yards

Strength-
Dynamometer Items
nand Grip
Isometric Activities

lsokinetie Activities
Tensiometer

'Refer to Special OlyMpics Instructional Manual (AAHPE)1 Publication Sales, 1201
113th Street N V Washingion, D.C., 200-36, Stock .Nnmher 245-2.5322,. $2.25) or
any good text on physical fitness tests and.,measurements in physical education, ol

--curriculum guide in physical education for; elarification of listed test items and for-
additional ide-is-for-developing innovative approaches for assessing physical fitness.
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CENTENNIAL ATHLETIC PROGRAMME TESTING PHOpRA
Canadian Association for Retarded Children 6
470C, Kee le Street, Downsview, Toronto, Canada

WHAT IV MEASURED

Abdominal strength and endurance

Explosive power cif legs

Gardlorespiratory endurance

MOW MEASURED
Sin, sit-ups-39 seconds ,

Vertical jump

300-yard, run

Cardiorespiratory -endurance-and- specified distances; standards are .

sprd through swimming provided for different age grotto from
8-9 to 18 and oVer

Cardiorespiratory endurance and Skate specific distances; standards are
speed through ice skating provided for different age groups from

6-7 to 18 and over
Cardiorespiratory endurance through Walk specified distances in preserilyd
hiking times and/or walic for'specified lengths of

tii e standards are provided for different
a r groups from 4-5 through 18 and over

Walk forward along bench, jump and land
on both feet; walk across balance beam at-
various heights, jump off, and land
controlled manner

Balance

Coordirtation

Back Extension Trunk Exercises

Standing broad jump

Back extension, lOg roll, curl-up, knee
walk, rock and roll, and slimersault

-Adminletratlon ef Test: Test iterni are designed to 'Stimulate partivipation, fitness:.
and skt11. Different combinations of tests have been established for various age groups!.

4-

_omptory Test Items:
Balan6 (jumping off
bench on to mat);
Standing broad jump:
Baek extensikin trunk
exercises;
Hiking

6-7

Compulsory Test Items:
Balance (walking boar
Standing broad jump; .

Back eitension trunk
exercises

Choice Test Items;
Ice skating
Hiking

8 and Up

trip lsory-Test Items:
Spedd sit-ups (30 sec-
onds);
Vertical jump;
300-yard 'run;

Choice Test Items:
Swimming;
,Ice skating;
Hiking

An awards system has been set up to motivate par4icipa8on and performance. Pre-
scribed standards have be,en established for different age groups which must be met
for youngsters to receive Participation, Bronze, Silver, or Gold Awards. Compulsory
items other than hiking for the 4-5 age group can be conducted in a school gymnasium;
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hiking can be performed by having youngsters walk in a gymnasium a certain number
of laps. Tests can be administered by Classroom teachers working with mildly or
moderately retarded students. One or More periods may he necessary to administer
each test item to a class:.a minimum of equipMent is ncvded. The test manual is clearly
written and easy to follow.

. .

Comment . Thii test and award progrank is designed *to provide teachersfleiklers;iiit
with a W y to evaluate and determine student progress, provide criteria for presenting
awards,.'and to build in a method of motivating youngstersto want to attain and main-
tain high levels of physical fitness through active perticipation In a variety of activities.

FITNESS SCREENING TESTS
Croft Teacher's Service
Croft Educational Service, Inc.
Models for Teaching Physical Education
100 Garfield Avenue, New London, Cordecticut 06,320
February 1972

WHAT It MEASURED
Arm and shoulder strength and enduranc

Flexibility ant abdominal strength

Agility

HOWMEASI4RED
Pull-ups (bo)s); modified rMibups; flexed
arm band (gLrls)

Sit-ups

Squat thrust (Burpee)

Administration of Teel: Test can be administered in a small area inLless thari a minute;
the only equiPment needed is a horizontal bar, horizontal ladder, orstep ladder. Class-
room for physical education teachers, recreation personnel, arld paraprofessionals
can adminisrer the test. Norms are available since this is recommended by the Presi-
dent's Council on .Physical FiViess and Sports as a screening tes( Verformance Oh-
jectives and remedial exercises.to help overcome deficiences in each area are included.

Comments: Test is_icleal for screening purposes and can readily be given at the begA-
. _

ning of eackschool year. Students who are deficienkcan be given the test at six-week
intervals to determine improvement and progress. The test identifies those who need
special or additional emphasis On fitness; specific exercises that can be performed in
school or used for.. homework with parental cooperrition are suggested. This test is also

from the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, Youth Physical
Fitnesi--Suggested EleMents of a School-Centered Program, Washington, D.C.



KHAfis.WEBEH TESTS OF MINIM LIM MUSCIILAII FITNESS
Huns K ruis and Huth Ilirschhunl
"Minimum Nhiscular Yitness Test iu School Chihlren"
Research Quarterly 25: 178-1k; May 1955

\ American Alliance for Health, Physical Education; and liver
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washingtoin/C. 2(X):Ifi

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Abdominal and hip flexor uivaciilar From a supine-lying position with-feet
strength held by examiner, subject rolls up into

a sitting position

Abdominal'imiscular strength From a supinedyirig position with knees
flexed and feet held by examiner, subject
rolls up into a sitting position

flexor and lower abdominal muscular From a supine-lying position, subject
strength flexes both hips to raise heels 10 inches

for 10 seconds ,

From prone-IyM position with pillow
under hips and lower mibdomuen and with
examiner holding the feet, subject raises
chest, head and Shoulders for 10 seconds

Lower back muscular strength From prone-lying positirm, arms on
table with head resting on them and with
examiner holding chest downsubject
raises legs off table with knees straight

10 seconds

Lip er back muscular strength

Back and hamstring muscular strength - From erect standing position, subject
bends slowly down to touch floor with
finger tips, holding contact point for .

three seconds

AdinInIstratIon of Toot: Test can be administered in two minutes per individual with
minimum equipment-by classroom physical education teachers, recreation personnel,
eolunteers, high school students,- and other interested persons. Scoring and norms
are based on pass-fail performances_

Comments: Test--IS'designed to determine -whether an_individnal has sufficient
strength and flexibility to meet the demands of normal daily living. Validity of the
test is often questioned because of pass/fail scoring.
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PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR T1l1;:. MENTALLY RET 1111E1
Metropolitatt Foronto Associaticm for Retarded Chili
1tib Beverley Street, Toronto 211, Ontario, Canada

WHAT IS MEASURED
Muscular f itness arms and shoul

Backflexibility

Leg power

Abdominal endurani:e

iainstring

Cardiorespiratory endurance

Physique

HOW MEASURED
liar hang for time: medicine ball throw

Back extension flexibility; speed back lifts

t'ertical jump

So-ups

Floor touch flexibility

cotqatal runwalk
leight and weight measurement

Administration of Test: Test n hr aduiinisti'rrd dnring two regular physical educa-
tion periods by physical education or classroom ttwhers, and volunteers. Required
equipment includes a boi-izontal or adjustable bar or rod, medicine ball, yardstiek
and six-inch rule, gym mat, stop watch, scale nmrked at half-inch intervals and
mounted on the wall, block of wood ten inches long, an area for the 300 yard run, a
scale for weighing ymingsters, and equipment' for measuring height. The manual
contains sample score sheets and norms for each test item for boys and girls ti through
17 years of age.

Comments: Test manual c upplementary inforn mon ()I running, stunt
activities, obstacle cours0; and maies; interval training, relays, high interest games,
exercises, apparatus activities, and sss;;; ,:ing. The manual is a highly useful publica-
tion and the test practical and applicable in assessing the physical condition of mod-
erately retarded trainable individuals. Clues and hints; are included to help evaluate
fitness levels of individual children; results can be useful in diagnosing and prescribing
activities for individual students with specific nemk

PHYSICA L 141'NESS TEST BA`I'TER) FOl
I loilis Fait
School of Physical Education
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut

WHAT IS MEASURED

Speed

Lyy RETARDED CIIILDREN

HOW- MEASURED

rd dash

Static muscular endurance of arm and Bent arnl, hang
shoulder girdle

Muscular endurance of leg and abd ninal Leg lif:
muscles

Static balance Static balance test

Agility' Thrust

Cardior"spiratory endurance 300-yard run-walk
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Administration of Matt Test an be administered in one day in order listed above; --
if sp, -.d over several days, a test item can he giyen each child bn a dif ferent day with

setup using six testing stations. All test items can be administered, indoors or out-
doors with the exception of the 300-yard run-walk which can he run indoors if a non-
confusing system of counting laps is established. Equipment and/or facilities needed
for test items are: 25-yard dash-35 yard straightaway, a wall or board for starting
blocks; bent arm hanghorizontal bar or doorway bar and a stool; leg Ill t mat or mat
substitute mattress with clean cover or several layers of blankets); 300-yard
run walk suf f icient. :indoor or outdoor area for running laps or a straightaway; stop
watches and scoring cards are also needed. Test can he given by physical education or
classroom teacher with a trained volunteer at each testing station. Norms have been
established for moderately (trainable) and mildly (educable) mentally retarded
individuals in 9-12, 13-16, and 17-26 age groups for both males and females; low,
average, and good performance scales have been established for each sex for each
age level grouping for each event.

Comments: Test is- appropriate for both moderately and mildly retarded persons. It
is designed to measure accurately the physical fitness levels of mentally retarded
subjects and to eliminate intelligence or IQ factors. The test is characterized by

:

minimal memorization of movement patterns and continns few detailed directions.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
ACES SIX TO TWELVE
State Oepartinent of Public Instruction
Olympia. Washington 96501

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Leg power Standing broad (long) jump

StTength and endurance of forearm, Bench push-ups
arm, and shoulder girdle

Strength and endurance of trunk flexor Curl-ups
muscles

Strength and endurance of trunk -nd Squat jump
leg extensor muscles

Speed 30-yard dash

AdmInIstratIon of Test: Test can be administered by classroom teachers or physical
education instructors with help from older students, parents, and other volunteers.
Needed equipment includes stop watches, measuring tape, several mats and chairs,
yardstick, and a class or group score sheet_ All test items other than the 30-yard dash
can be given in a gymnasium or regular classroom_ The 30-yard dash should be ad-
ministered-in a gymnasium, corridor, or outdoors. The test can be given in one testing
period or be spread over several periods in the order listed above. Norms and scoring
information by age and sex for both boys and girls between the ages of Six and twelve
are available.

Comments: Test norms do not include scores from special education popolatipns.
However, these norms have been used with mildly mentally retarded children. Manual
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contains complete directions for administering the test; is well illustrated, has class
and individual scoring sheets, and provides exercises to kelp teachers/leaders pre-
scribe activities for youngsters to improve in each of the measured fitness components.
A sample physical fitness report and covering letter to parents are also included in
the manual.

MR. PEANUTS GUIDE TO PHYSICAL FITNESS
Standard Brands Edt cation Service
P.O. Box 2695, Crard Central Station, New York, New York 10017

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED

Arm and shoulder strength and endurance Flexed arm hang

Flexibility Trunk flexion

Abdominal strength and endusance Sit-ups-60 seconds

Explosive leg power Standing broad (long) jump

Speed 50-yard dash

Coordination Softball thrOw

flircliorespiratory endurance 600-yard run-walk

Administration' of Test: Test manual is easy to read and well illustrated. Norms for
youngsters between the ages of seven and nine were developed to supplement Youth
Filness Test (see page 00) for persons between 10 and 17 years of age. Ratings and
awards are provided for each test item for boys and Orls at bach age levelchamp'
excellent; geldgood; silversatisfactom bronzeneeAs improvement. Test can be
easily administered by classroom teachers, volunteers, special educators, and parents
who may wish to work with individual children at home. Administration can be to-
individuals or groups during two physical education periods. Equipment and facilities
needed include: flexed arm hangbench and horizontal bar; trunk flexionchair or
bench with 20-inch ruier; standing broad jumplevel surface, tape measure or yard-
stick; 50-yard dashStop watch and place to run; softball throwsoftballs, tape
measures or yardstick and stakes for markers or pre-measured area; 600-yard run-
walkstopwatch, tape4masure, and place to rtm 600 yards (i.e., baseball diamond,
football field, playgrour4 around the block).

commonts: Stiff icient test manuals can be obtained free of charge .to provide each
.youngster with his oWn manual which can be taken home to provide parental motiva-
tion to work with iildren. Manual contains recommended warm-up exercises and
supplementary activi ties.



SPECIAL FITNESS TEST MANUAL FOR TI1E MENTALLY RETARDED
American Alliance for !kaki', Physical Education, and Recreation
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, 1).C. 2(X)38
Price: $1,50

WHAT IS MEASURED,' HOW MEASURED

Arm-shoulder endurance Flexed lirm hang

Abdominal endorance Sita los

Agility Shuttle run

Leg Power Standing broad (long) jump

ed 50-yard dcih

Coordination Softball throw for istance

Cardiorespiratory endurance 300-yard run-walk

AdmInIstration ot Test: C-mtp test recononended to bi admitastered during two
regular physical oducatkin iwriods. Can be admitUstereci by classrlimn, physieal
education or special ("location teachers, volunteers, ward atteadants, cottage and
residential facility piasennel. Equipment needed includes, Hexed arm hanghori-
zontal bar, horizontal kidder, doorway, gym ladder, and stop watch; sit-upsroat and
stop wat6h; shuttle rinttwo wooden blocks or erasers for each youngster tested
simultanemisly and stop watch; standing broad film mat, floor, or outdoor jumping
pit and tape measure; 50-yard dashstop watch and area marked for distance; softball
throw softball and premeasured area: 300-yard not-walkmarked area and stop
watch. Percentile scores, based on a random sample of 1200 mildly retarded subjects
from public schools in the United States, Ure available for boys and girls between the .

ages of 8 and 18 for each test item. Procedures for tf,sting a class pf 15 divirkd into
three squads are suggested, The test itkms pantile! standard Amedcan Alliance for
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Youth Fitness Test (see page 00) except
for the softball throw for distance Which, Was eliminated in the 1975 revision of the
Youth Fitness Test. Awards are available for youtugSturs who attain the 50th percentile
(Silver Award) and 75th percentile (Gold Awitrd) on live of the seven test items for
their age and,sex; the CHAMP award is available for those who score at the 85th jiff-
eentile or higher on all seVen test items for their age and sex.

Comments: Score cards, profile records, and recommendations for improving phys-
kat fitness are contained in the test manual. Test results provide an assessment of
eac8 child's progrc.ss and min be used for diagnostic purposes to determine individual
strengths and weaknesses.
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YOUTH FITNESS TEST
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
1201 Sixteenth Street: N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
Price; $2.00

WHAT IS MEASURED HoW MEASURED
Arm-shoulder endurance Pull-ups (boys), flexed arm hang 'rls)

Abdominal endurance Sit-ups (100 maximum boys; 50
maximum girls)

Agility Shuttle run

Speed 50-yard dash

Leg power Standing broad (long) jump

Cartliorespirato ndurance 800-yard run-walktwo alternative
options are provided as follows: age
10-12one mile' or nine minute run;
13 and over-2 miles or 12 minute run

Administration of Test! Croup t-s designed to he administered during two regular
physical education periods. Can he administered by classroom .and/or physical
education teachers. Equipment needed includes: pull-ups or flexed arm hanghori-
zontal bar, horizontal ladder, or step ladder; shuttle mntwo wooden blocks or erasers
for eaCh student tested simultaneously and stop watch; .50-yard dashstop watch;
standing broad lumpmeasuring tape; 600-yard run-walk and alternative options=
stop wetch and marked area. Norms are prOvided for both boys,and girls according to
a classification index including age, height, and weight flirdentile scores are available
for boys and girls between the ages of 10 and 17 for each test item. Awards are available
for individuals who attain the 50th (Achievement), 80th (Merit), or 85th (Presiden7
tial) percentiles on all six test items.

Commenti: Factor analytic studiei iudicate Ihat only four elements of fitness are
accurately differentiated, Recent trends- and reports 'indicate that this test battery can
be used-effectively with mildly retarded youngst:vs who have participated in planned,
regular, systematic, and progressive physical eihication programs. Prior to 1975,
the tkt contained a softball throw for distance,
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-%.PHYSICAL Fri NESS P,IOTOR ABILITY TEST
The Governor's Commission on Physical Fitness
4200 North Lamar, Suite 101, Austin, Texas 78756

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Physical Fitness

Muscular strength and 'endurance 3

arms and shoulders,-
Chin-ups, dips, flexed arm hang (90
seconds)

Muscular strength and endurance of Rent leg
abdominal region

Cardiorespiratory endurance

Motor Ability

. Running speed

Running agility

Explosive power (jumping ability)

12-minute run-walk fer distance (grades
7-12) and 9 !Monte rnn-walk for distance
(grades 4-6); 1.5 mile run-walk for time
(grades 7-12) an'd 1. mile run-walk for
time (grades 4-6)

50-yard dash-or 8 secon'd dash for distance

Shuttle run for distance or zigzag run

Vertical jump or standing broad jump

Administration of Tait: Test is designed for students in Grades 4.12 andcan be ad-
ministered by classroom and physical education teachers with teacler aides, para.

. professionals, squad leaders, and peer teachers assisting in the testing process. One
traiaed tester with or without help can administer chin-up, dips, or flexed arm hang
(one of the three) to a class of 50 in 45 minutes, The bent leg sit-up can be administered
in ten minutes, with half a class taking the test and the other half serving as leg holders
and 'counters. The 12 mi'nUte run-walk (9 minutes for grades 4-6) can be administered
in 30 minutes, with half the students running and the other half counting laps and'
spotting for partners_ Same procedure can be used in the 1.5.mile ruri-walk for time
(1 mile for grades 4-6). Fifty students can be tested in the 50-yard dash or eight-second
dash to 20 minutes with two students running simultaneously- An entire class can be
tested raPidly in the shuttle run and _zigzag run. Large numbers of students can be
tested simultaneously in the standing broad jump (use several stations) and the
vertical jump. Needed equipment includes a horizontal bar, two parallel bars, a mat,'
running track or running area, stop watch, five chairs, Indian clubs or rubber pylons,
smooth wall, yardstick, piece of chalk, tape measure, and masking tape. Norms based
on body weight, age, and sex are available. Awards for demonstrated perfortnance
tin the physical fitness test are available.

Comments: Test manual is easy tc read, contains precise directions for each item, and
explains the purpose of the testing program =hm diagnose physical weaknesses of
students, identify students with acceptable levels of physical fitness, and motivate
students to achieve e.ceellenee jn physical fitness and motor ability as they strive for
gelf-improvement. Tests may he used to; diagnose or identify student weaknesses
and provide individualized physical fitmess programs to help each student achieve an
acceptable level of. performanci: remedial or developmental activities ean be offered
as needed; determine if students have achieved an acceptable level of physical fitness
or motor ability as measured by the tests; motivate students to achieve excellence in
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physical fitness and motor activities; evaluate the overall effectiveness of physical
education programs in helping students achieve acceptable levels of fitness and
motor ability. Two or more options are provided in each component of both test bat-
teries except for muscular strength anti endurance of abdominal region. This gives
teachers importunities to provide variety in actual testing situatains, offers more
latitude in test construction, .and,reduces possibility ot student boredom associated
with repeated exposure to identical test items.

, -

TilE PEABODY TEST OF PHYSICAL FITNESS
Institute on School Learning and Individual l)iflercncc
George Peabody College for Teachers
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Strength and speed

Body build and growth

Hand-eye coordination

Cardiovascular endurance

luscular power

Shuttle run, volleyball throw

Height and weight

Ball bounce

imum pulse increase (step

Burpee (squat thrust)

Administration ot Test: Test can be administered by classroom and physical educa-
tion teachers to assess the physical fitness of elementary school children between five
and nine. Teachers and other test administers are orged to build rapport with young-
sters so as to properly motivate them. Test should be given in height, weight, pulse
rate, ball bounce, Burpee, shuttle run, v011eyball throw. Equipment needed inclades
test manual, individual data and profile sheets, two rubber volleyballs, 50-foot steel
tape, masking tape, chalk, wooden pegs, and stop watch. Test can be administered
during the course of one or two periods. Percentile norms indicate each child's relative
standing in comparison with other children the same age, sex, and height. Norms are
provided for each component.

Comments: Test is easy to administer, yields a continuous point score, and results can
be ,,itnectively recorded, Manual is well illastrated and easy to -understand_ Test
&minas and scoring proceduies are clearly explained. Individual data and profile
sheets are provided as well as suggestions for inakMg optimum use of test results.
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BASIC MOTOR ABILMES FEST FOR BETARDNI'ES
JERC Monograph No. 67-1; AIR-A011-86-2/67-ER
February 19r, Final Report
American Institute for Research
8555 Sixteenth Street, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910, and
National Children's Center, Jewish Fomidation for Retarded Children
6200 Second Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. :Leo 11

WHAT IS MEASURED
Static strength

Explosive strength

Extent flexibility

Gross body equilibrium

HOW MEASURED
I land grip

Standing broad jump

Twist and toucl

Rail balance

Dynamic flexibility Bend, twist, and touch

Manual dexterity Minnesota manipulation

Reaction time Simple visual reaction time

Arm-hand steadiness 'Track tracking

AdmInIstrMlon of Test Test can be administered to an individual or group in one hOur,
with two 30-minote sessions recommended. fland grip, standing broad jump, twist
and touch, rail balance, and bend, twist, and touch should be administered in the
hsted order. Minnesota Manipulation, simple visual reaction time, and track tracking
should be administered in listed order during second testing period. The two segments,
can be administered during morning and afternoon sessions on the same day or on
different days.

Comments: The feasibility study indicated that ability measures Might be useful in
assigning mentally retarded subjects to tridning programs as a function of skills for
which their abilities suit them, that motor abilities of mentally retarded persons might
be assessed by Modifying existing tests of basic- motor abilities and administering them
to such .populations, and that ability tests may serve as indices of development of
retarded persons and might eventually providu basis for assigning them to skill train-
ing programs specifically geared to their underlying abilities.



AMATEUR ATHLETIC ASSOCIXPION PHYSICAL FITNE AND
PROFICIENCY TEST
National A.A.U. Office, Attention: Physical Fitness Program
3400 West 86th Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 48268

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Abdominal endurance Bent-knee sit-ups

Arm-shoulder enddrance Push-ups (modified for girls)

Leg power Standing long jumP

Cardiorespirator en( uranee Walk-run ranging from one-eighth of a
mile to one mile depending upon age on
an indoor short counm or from one one-
quarter mile to one mite on an outdoor
course

The above events are required In a ddren, each youngster must eh e one of
four activities listed below as ap opt Iona! event.
Arm-Shoukler endurance Pell-ups (modified for girls)
Speed Sprinting distances ranging 1 rum 40

to 100 yards depending...upon age
Coordination and leg power Running high jump
Agility Shuttle run
Administration 61 Test: Test slunild not lw admieistered until von ngsters hove
had several days of practice; youngsters should be given two or three minutes
warm-up prior to starting the test. Standards have been established for Innis and
girls on the husk of age group classifi6ation for each sex .aceording to the follow-
ing groupings: 6-7, 8-9, 10- II 12;13, 14-15, 10-17. Modification of standards is
recommended when youngsters'. bo4 weight is above or below stated poundage
at each level. Equipment needed for required events includes stopwatch and
tape measure; blocks orerasers, chinning bar, and high jump standards and soft
landing area are needed for-optional events. Youngsters achieving standards es-
tablished for their age groups may receive a Certificate of Achievement. Those
whose performanee is superior may receive an Outstpnding Achievement Award
based on total scores equaling or exceeding a specified number of points.
Comments: Primary purptisi of test is to offer a planned schedule of exercises in
which yonnOers can participate and'to motivate thern to achieve proficiency in
overall physical fitness. Test is designed to measure current physical capabili-
ties and progress when 1, oungsters are retested periodically.



MOTOR ABILITY, PERCEPTUAL-
MOTOR; PEVELOPMENT ANC)

PSYCHOMOTOR TESTS.
Our challenge is to reach the unhandicapped

mind behind the handicapped senses. To know IS
more important than to see. To understand is

more important than to hear.
Richard Kinney

There is no clear dichotomy between physical fitness and motor function. However,
evidence indicates that minimum levels of specific components of physical fitness
strength, speed, agility, balance, power, flexibility, and coordinationare essential
if satisfactory performance is to be achieved in various motor.skills. Teachers/leaders
must clearly understand traits and components of motor abilitythe developed ca-
pacity of an individual, which can improve with training and instructionif pro-
grams are to consist of meaningful activities to meet the needs of each individual'
participant.'

The reader is referred to the following sources for in-depth treatment of perceptual-
motor development/learning: Annotated,' Bibliography on Pqceptual-Motor De-
velopment, Washington, D.C.: American Alliance for Health. Physical Education,
and Recreation, -1973;-;Barbara Philbrick. -Selected Readings on Perceptual-Motor
Learning: An Annotated Bibliography.- Journal of Health. Physical Education,
Recreation, V oJ. 39, No. 2 (February 1968), pp. 34-35; Newell C Kephart. The Slow
Learner in the Classroom, Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, 1971; Bryant
J. Crafty, Movement behavior and Motor Leaining, Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger,
1987; Robert N. Singer, Motor Learning and Human Performance; An Application
to Physical Education Skills, New York: Macmillan Co., 1988.
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Ni ilttVIlti011 11111q bt 011 tt) (kVVIOPillg S fin Ph' ;Ind fundamental movements
and basi motor patterns in programs bir unpaired, disabled, and handicapped per-
sons. The individual as a mmplete person eannot lie overlooked in considering motor
development: motor learning is nig achieved in isolation as every individual Is
volved itt many situations Nvhich Influence and al feet motor patterns and skills, Divid-
tug a person into elinvement physical, mental, 'emotional, and socild compartments
isqiurely ;al academie expedience, th human organism funetions as an integrated
\mit not as individnal puts: Sensory mechanisms, perceptual interpretations,
social interaction, emotional overlays, and mntal attitude an affect nugor perform-
;ince, just its motor function forms the !vise for perceptual and conceptuid function
and itillitette es intelleetind port ormance. Professionals from in:my disciplines' recog-
nize interrelationships among sensory, motor, and perceptual development. Some
investigators suggest that changes take idace in the nervous system as sensory, motor,
and perceptual functions become more complex and refined. Ability to perform
complex activitif,s requires eontrol twin higher tenter% of the nervous system and .
more complicated neuromuscular patterns. Minty He ir terms have toubd Met( way in-
to the literature because (if this emphasis perceptiudgnotor training, sensory-motor
activities, visual-motor perception, psychomotor function, mobility tmming, reflex

. therapy,,neigolotiicat torganization, mox4,(enic curriculnin, litre() methods. Donign-
Delacato approach, Kephart technique, Frostig Methods, Ayers System, ad infinitum.

Patterning ,ind eontrolling the outwit art.- terms that tileim essentiiilly the same
thing tet kincsthesis and assistive therapy, which Inky( \been used by physical educators
and physictil therapists for years. llowever, thrnst find emphasis on these techniques
give new dimensions to physical educ(ition (ind rig:reation; they are being recognized
tor their Imtential and impact upon individuals with learning problems as well as
'nail, injured, neurologically impalred, and mentally retarded children, Physical
othication and jillysical reereation programs can no longer focns solely on motor
skills involved in games, relays, and dances. Motor activities must ;Os() be selected
on the basis rd. the developmental level 4mil readini)ss of each individual; mie must
move from skill to skill,,activity to activity, and level to IevelRin a sequential mid pro-

gressive manner. Too often, -impaired, disabled, and handicapped yonngsters are
eveeted to.perform motor skills ()WM() Imisis of their type or level of deficiency. I low-

- ever, past experience, inotivatiim, determination and drive, understanding of ac-
tivities themselves, pride and selt confidelg.t. jlas'v great influence upon one's skill
in performing motor activities: often these fi ctors tine more important than the IIII-
Pairinea, disability, or handielip itself:important factors in the integrated develop-
ment of motor ability include:

400logical organizatitm which refers to the sequential pattern III neurological
growth from birth to mangitY: each level of development serves as a base for
further development in the next stage. As a child takes part in a variety of ae-
tivities, coordinated developmjnt of the neuroinotor (neuromuscular) syStem
is promoted through integration of kinesthetic, tactile, visual, and auditory
stimuli Motor performance and perceptuid development are, in turn, improved.
Information, skills, and awareness gained at one level are building blocks. for
Success at the next level. A variety of motor activities cawcontribute to orderly
dt'velnpnient of tbe nervous system, especially at the Most fundamental level,
where activities like moving arms and legs without forward movement, craWling,
creeping, walking, running, jumping, hopping, and skipping contribufe much.
Some authorities feel that consideration should he given to dominance of each
individuals hands, feet, eyes, and ears, in an effort to encourage youngsters to
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aequire unilateral control oll controlled by same side of 1)4111. Body scheme,
self-image, inal egil-conseionsturss all are stimulated and havt in some eiltieN,
improved svith better neurologival organization.

Afotor genera/I:Auto/1A 'which involve (a) balance and pntitral orientation,
aS On individnal manipulates and controls his body against gravity, (1))ilocir-
motion, as an individual controls the body in spare in relation to other obfiwis iii
the eliVireMitellt, (e) contact with an externid object, as an individual controls
it in relation to himself 'and the external environment, tiicl ((1) receipt and Pro-
pulsion of an olifect, as it is received or .tropelled in relatitm Lii m imlividnal in
the enviromnent.

Motor gent.ralizatiims irt different from 1110 or skills in that they enable in intlivi-
dtud to perform motor activities in different environments and under a variety of
conditions. Motor skills are rather rigid and specific. One who develops a motor skill
may have difficulty in tninsi erring, applying, or pt,rforniing it except in the way it was
learned. This is consistent with research showing low correlations aufimg motor
skills except when nmseles and uniscle groups are used in exactly the Name wav.-with
identical inoveint.nt through the NiMie angle and range of [notion. Motor generaliza-
tions serve as Ii foundation for developing specific motor skills needed for successful
particMation in game's, sports, dances, and -recreational activities. Activities fornsing
on important 11)01er.g wrahzations must be planned for and structured in physical
education and recreation prOgrams for many impaired, disablod and handicapped
persons to In. sure they receive adequate emphasis. Ph, skill education teachers,
recreation leaders, and other persons involved in these pri4Janis can, after adequate
assessment mid evaluation, cOnsider actiVities diiigned to develop both motor gen-
eralizations and skills. For example:

11, !Of a talsitiftniticriiic:ittibrati.:11(lfri elf ft:iii ntrn Ming tqw o i 1 It lopment the most primi-
ti..,

ti 'Afability training Promotes basic , of nenrologleid orgitniziltion; (Trtain
coordinution activities are important In aiding neurological organization.

. Balance acticitirs of all typesstatic, dynamic, objectenhance motor develop-
merit. ,--, .

/
Fundamental movement activities improve basic motor functionsi.e., walkm
running, stair-clfinbing, jumping, hopping, skipping, Qii;nbing, thrum ing,
catching, dodging.

Movement exploratmn or a dkicovery flow() li nprove itutli inottir Ibilit) iiiitl
pbysicid fitness. -

Rhythmical activities and dant'rc improve motor ability.

Gpmnashe activitii.4i.e.,. tumbling, apparatus, dual and group stunts balaneing ,
stunts, trampoline participationimprove motor skills.

Recreational and sporty activities improve motor skills: i.e., swiimnin ice
skating, roller skating, birycling.

-Based 0)1 thrones of Newell hart.



Small and large uppurant.v activities ink;moti; boil tutotor thihit y ;nal physical
fitness.

In many inStan rata oi dividuids NI activilleN provides .tion
important information ;thruutt ttttt achievement, and progress of r,ach particimmt..
This information can be vulnebli. if) guiding teachers and loaders to the next aP-
propriate S(:.(111ential StVp tor a particular participant. In addition to using the folhisving
ititriiiuiitu( t lormal evaluative took, consider incorporating specific items inttt
ongoing activities to assess individual developmen
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MOTOR ABILITY,
PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR
DEVELOPMENT AND
PSYCHOMOTOR 'TESTS
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Summary Cha

MOTOR. ABILITY, PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR DEVELOPMENT,
AND PSYCHOMOTOR TEST ITEMS. ..

Listed items and activities can be incorporated into formal or informal approaches
fur assessilig, each of these minor, perceptual-motor, and lmychomotor ftinctions.
Only items and activitrils that are part' of test batteries and rating scales found in this
pnblication are listed.

Auditory
DevelbOment

Acuits-'
Association
Audition

. Decoding
Differentiation
DiNcrimination
Memory
liemstion
Sequencing
Span

Balance
Dypamic

Balance Board Activities
Beam/Hail/Bench Walks
Bounce Board Activities
Locomotor Activties
Stepping Stones
Stunts/Self-Testing

Activities
Trampoline Activities

Balance
Static

Balance Board Activities
Beam/Bail/Bench Walks
Stork Stand Series
Stunts/Self-Testing

Activities

Balance
Object

Carry object
Finger/Band Activiti
Stick activities

Fine Motor
Coordination

Building
Coloring
Copying
Cutting
Doing Pazzles/Mazes
Drasvmg
Eating
Fitting Forms/Shapes
Grasping
Gripping
lammering

Lacing
Manipulating
Stacking
Tapping
Tracing
Typing
Winding
%Veiling

Gross Motor
'.Coordination

Eye-Foot
Climbing Staies
Kicking Activities
Motyr Planning/
_Sequencing

)pe Jumping

Gross Motor
COordination

Eye-Hand
'Ball Activities
Catching Activities
Manipulative/Manual

Activities

4 2

\lotor Planning/
Sequencing

Tapping Activities
Target Activities
Throwing Activities

Gross Motor
Coordination

. General
Calisthentic Activitie
Exercise
Alotor/Planning/

Sequencing
Simultaneous Activities
Trampoline Activittes
Tumbling/Apparatus

Activities

Gross/Motor
. Fundamental

Movements'

Balancing
liatting
Bouncing
Catching
Climbing
Crawling
Creeping
Dancing
Galloping
1 hinging
flitting
Hopping
Imitative Nttiveuiituits
Jumping
Kicking
Landing
Leaping
Lifting



Marcling
Placing

Pushing
Rolling
Running
Shifting

. Sitting
Sliding
Skipping
Standing
Striking
Swinging
Throwing
Tossing
Walking

Miscellaneous

Agility
Conceptual Activities
Emotional Development
.Endurance
Language Deve liniment
Rhythm
Social Development
Speed

=Strength

Spatlel-Body
Perception

Bilateral Activities
Body Abstraction
Body Awareness
Body Localization
Directionality Activities
Identification of-Body

Parts
Imitation of Body

Mcivements
llomolateral Activities
Ilomologus Activities
Laterality Activities
Self-Identification
Sensory-Motor

Integration
Shape/Size/Form

Differentiation/
Discrirnination

Unilateral Activities

Tactile Developmen

Active Touch
Discrimination of

Textures, Size, Shape,
Form, Coins, Materials

Passive Touch

Visual

Acuity
Binocular
Closure
Conitancy
Copying
Differentiation
Discrimination
Equilibrium
Figure-Ground

Relationships
Imagery
Matching
Memory
Monocular
Ocular Control
Ocular Pursuit
Patterning
Sequencing
Shifting
Spatial Relationships
Steering
Tricking c.

Traniformation

A PERCEPTUAL TEST BATTERY: DEVELOPMENT AND STANDARDIZATION
University of Chicago Press with the Departmenrof Education of the
University of Chicago 5801 Ellis Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60637

WHAT IS MEASURED I:10W MEASURED \

Audit Ory discrimination

Auditory memory span ..

Auditory se tence memory

Auditory sequejicing span

Visual form discrimination

Visual form memory

Differentiation as to whether -word
pairs read aloud are the same pr different
Repetition of words beginning with a
set of two and progreising through a
series of six
Repetition of sentences varying in length
from four to 15 words
Recall of digits in torm of familiar digit
span forward test; recall of digits is used
to assess sequencing ability rather than
simple recall

Differentiation of relatively gross differ-
ences in visually presented forms

Recall of free forms not easily identifiable
by name



Administration of Test: Test is designed to explore auditory and visual perceptual
processing abilities of children from five through eight.

PHYSICAL ABILITY RATING SCALE
University Haspital School
lOwa City, Iowa 52240

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Includes 230 specific test items ad-. Skills are measured by periodic tests
ministered to children of varying ages.:. given during the youngster's stay at the
Items range from toilet habits, ability 'hospital.
to lift glass, grip, dressing one's self,
feeding one's self; to a 'variety of physical
and motor skills including building
towers, copying, drawing, jumping,
hopping, skipping, running, galloping,
balancing, walking, climbing, throwing,
catching, etc.

.AdmInistration of Test: Test rates child on how many tasks can be performed sue-
cessfully; comparisons are made of results from test administered when child first'
enters hospital.with repeated adminktrations'every three months. Tasks are divided
into those from.birth through 72 months and broken down by age level so that ex-
pectations and performances can be realistically compare& Items related to activities
of-daily living are rated by occupational therapy and.nursing departments; remaining
activities are rated by physical education department. Test can be spread, oVer many
sessions and given informally with teachers and other personnel keeping a rating
check list form and noting periodically how the youngster is doing, Norms are avail-
able and a youngster's performances can be compared With those of other children
his own age.

Comments: :est can provide'a variety of clues for preparing a shorter test battery for
physically handicapped children in differing educational and residential settings:

MOTOTI DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE
Louis Bowers, Division of Physical Education
College of Education, University' of South Florida .

Tampa, Florida 33620

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED

l'NTALLY RETARDED

Neuromuscular development Contains complete developmental
sequences for balance, movement ex-
ploratiOn, trampoline, 'perceptual-motor
activities, catching, throwing, bouncing,
and kicking.

Administration of Test: Not really a test but a listing of developMental sequences.
Provides a discussion of developmental sequences and approaches and suggests ac.
tivities to evaluate neurohigical fitness.



Comments: Also available from the author are:

A modified Perceptual-Motor Survey which permits the teacher/leader to
evaluate a youngster's ability to identify body parts, imitt,ite movements made
by the daminer, and demonstrate awareness of body in space.

A test of locomotor development with heavy emphasis on abilit) to move the
total body while shifting weight from one foot to another, to junip and land with
control, and to move the limbs across the midline.

PSYCIMEDUCATIONAL INVENT° y OF BASIC LEARNING
Fearon Publishers
6 Davis Ddve, Belmont, California 94002

WHAT IS MEASURED

-ro "-motor development

Sensory-motor integr,ation

Pere...phial-motor skills

Language clevelopmen

Conceptual skills

Social skills

HOW MEASURED

Rolling, sitting, crawling, walking, fun-
ning, throwing, jumping, skipping, danc-
ing, self-identification, body localiza-
tion, body abstraction, muscular strength:
general physical health

Balance and rhythm, body-spatial organi-
zation, reaction-speed:dexterity, tactile
discrimination, directionality, laterality,
orientation

Auditory acuity, anditory'decoding, audi-
tory-vocal association, auditory memory,
auditory sequencing, visual acuity, visual
coordination and pursuit, visual form dis-
.crimination, visual fignre-ground differ-
entiation, visual Memory, visual-Motor
ancillary, visual-motor fine muscle coordi-
nation, visual-motor. and spatial-form
manipulations, visuahinotor speed of

-learning, visual-motor integration

Vocabulary, fluency and encoding, articU-
lation, word attack skills, reading com-
prehension, writing, spelling

Number concepts, arithmetic processes,
arithmetic reasoning, general inform-
tion, classification, comprehension

Social acceptance, anticipatory response,
value judgments, social maturity

Administration of Test: 'In the six inajor classifications oi the Inventory, 53 major
items are evaluated as shown in the column at the right, There are three task levels for
each item. Levels are: Bgenerally accomplished by primary level youngsters; M
generally accomplished by middle elementary age groups; Aadvanced tasks that
are generally accomplished by older:elementary pupils. Inventory van be admin-
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istered by Tecial education teachers, remedial, specialists, educational therapists
and consultants, psychologists, and others coneerned with learning problems of
children. Major use is with exceptional Children for whom highly specific instructions
must be devised. Inventory should always be administered on an individual basis
and take as long as necessary to provide valid int armation and make thesubject conk-
fortable Inventory is.not a standardized instrument and relies entirely on examiner's
subjective judgment and experience with respect to rating to be employed and the
nature of the remedial program required. The examiner's kit, in addition to the ac-
compLOying workbook, includes a teaspoon, beads, texiiire. ball, old newspapers,
softball,. jump ropc, records and record player, hand mirror, brick, playing cards,.
books, paper bag, nail; stick, and pencils, sticks (of two, four, and six inch lengths):
letters (wood, cardboard, or plastic), square wood blocks, scissors, cardboard, paper
towel roll, yardstick, wristwatch, thumbtacks, pictures, six coins, half inch bolts,
washers, and -nuts. A pupil's response.to each educational task is evaluated and.noted
by placing an X in the appropriate columnVWvery weak performance; Wweak
performance; Aaverage performance; Sstrong performance; VSvery strong
performance. An overall rating for eaCh learning ability should be made and checked
on the appropriate form. Overall ratings of weak or very wiNik in any category indicate
a disability and youngsters should be programmed accordingly.

Comments: Inventory was developed as an aid in the initial evaluation of elementary
and junior high pupils with suspected learning disabilities. Inv6itory can be used
for pupil placement in, or recôtniniMdation for, some type of special edneation class or
educational therapy. The basic assumption is that the teacher of children witklearning -

disabilities must begin with an evaluation of major educational tasks as a prerequisite
to any meaningful curriculum development or remedial-plan. Inventory should prove
most helpful when used by the teacher in conjunction stfith a psychoeducational con-
sultant such as a school psychologist who follows up with more specialized examina-
tions.

INDIVIDUAL MOTOR ACHIEVEMENT GUIDED EDUCATION
The Devereu Foundation Press
Devon. Pennsylvania 19333

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Sequential motor activity

Fine motor ability

Static balance

Pronation-supronation heel-toe tapping,
finger wiggle

, Opposition patting, foot patting
tapping

Modified station, one-leg stand

Perceptual-motor activity Alternate finger to nose, alternate heel-
to-knee, heel-to-toe he-el-toe walking

AdmInIstratIon of Test: Test, known as IMAGE, iti primarily for emotionally handi-
capped and/or neurologically impaired children between the ages of four and ten.
It can be administered 'individually to a child by n tinicher in 20 minutes. A youngster

tM



sli&Wing a marked defieit in any of the four primary wits can he lilac d m an ap-
propriate primary program designed to remediate a particular deficit. If a chikl's
seores are cimsistent in all four areas, his total score may indicate placement in one
of three Wneral programsbasic, remedial, or skill development. Part of the program
beyond the test involves Ose of the IMAGE kit which weighs 1-1 pounds and utilizes
standardized equipment to yemediate deficiencies in ,perforining sequential move-
ment tasks, spatial orientation, fine motor control, and perceptuaknotor aCtivity
thrOugh the ONO of 373 suggested activities.

Comments: IMAGE program offees a method of measuring a child's present level of
motor functioning and remediatg his majOr Motor deficits through an individnalized.
exercise progoun. Fundamenhil premise of IMAGE centers on the direct relationship
between a child'S Ies'el of motor performance and his 5064 emotional, and iteadentic
abilities. Progrion utilizes a specially designed IMAGE kit, an instructional manual,
a booklet of yr EC WeverOux T(st of Extremity. Coordination) score sheets, anda set
of IMAGE profiles from-which the teacher can implement individual activities pro-
watns for each chdd. The IMAGE manual offers an easy !deft-by-step approach to
the progrtim and defines eitch activity. It also ineludt!s.appropdate exercise activities
divided into sequentfid developmentili phaso according to levels of difficulty and:
examples of weekly programs-

KINDERGARTEN AUDITORY 1 'NING TEST -

Follett Educational Corporation
1018 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60607

WHAT IS MEASURED
Auditory perceptual skills

HOW MEASURED
DiScrimination Of same &and different
word pairs, analysis and synthesis of
words, figine-gronnd distinction

Administration of Test: Test can be administered by classroom teacimu. r or specialist
-

to students in groups of six to ten-in abont 20 minutes. Children listen for speech
against a noisy background, synthesize plumemes into wordssound blendingand
tell whether words are the same or differentauditory discrimination. Scoring of each
of three suhtests takes one to two minutes. Students mark -answers in picture rtspimse
books.

Comments: Test identifies children with auditory perceptual problems that ivay lead
to .lettrning disability, partieularly in u RI iii. C :hildren who fill! one or more of the
subtexts should be referred to 'specialists for further evaluation. Teacher's Guide
providO.,1nstruction on administration of test, scoring, and background information
about the process of auditory perception and its importance to early education. Test
rOults provide,ehies or offer guidelines for developmenthl training in auditory per-
ception.



A MOVICENIOCURRICULbM
Bureau for Handicapped Children

State Department of Public Instruction
Madison, WisconsM 53706

WHAT IS MEASURED
Muscular strength (pulling, lifting, push-
ing) .

Dynamic balance (recovery, maintain
alignment, suitain transport patterns)

Spatial awareness (rotation in space,
labeling directions in space, basic lateral
patterning, visualization, of space, reor-
ganization -of space, reproduction of de-
sign in space, rolling in space, variable
transport in space)

Body awareness (body image, function of
body parts)

Visual dynamics (visual steering, visual
tracking, sustained attention,, visual shift-
ing, visual memory)

Auditory dynamics (expressi4 audition,
receptive audition, listening games)

Kinesthesia (gross movement patterning,
fine movement patterning)

Tactual dynamic (active touch, passive
touch)

Bilaterality

Rhythm

Flexibility

Motor planning

HOW MEASURED
Many items are provided to help teachers
and other personnel evaluate specific
characteristiiN noted and to plan ac-
tivities, curricula, and approaches to
help boys and girls with specific defi-
ciencies

Administration of Test: N'n't really a formai test but. rather a detailed curriculum forchildren with learning problems; approaches are included that can be used for identi.
fication and rernediation.

Comments: Guide provides analysis of curriculum planning and activities for chil-
en with special learning problems. It explains concept of movigenics and offers

information on rationale, research findings, planning, practical actiVities and ap..
proaches, and placement factors.-Cuide contains sample planning forms for spedfic
movigenic learning in specified areas.

50
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MOVEMENT PATTERN CHECKLIST
Margaret M. Thompson. Department of Physical Education
University of Illinois
Drbana, Illinois 61801

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Walking, running, jumping,, hopping,
skipping, sliding, crawling, climbing,
rolling, stariding, throwing, catching,
hitting, kicking,- pushing, pulling

Youngsters are evaluated on ability to
perform movements as directed on
specific checklist patterns far each
movement..

Administretion of Test: Check6ts are used to eValuate basic movernent patterns and
provide status assessment of patterns fundamental to human- performances which
form foundation for human Movement behavior. Checklist can be used by either
trained or untrained persons in varying situations according to need. Classroom
teachers, special education teachers _physical education teachers, counselors, clini-
cians, and parents can administer test in one or two physical education periods. As
many .evaluations as possible should be Performed during the same session, but ad-
ministrators of tests should try not to combine evaluations concunently from the
same activity; try to complete evaluation of one pattern before moving to another.-
Evaluations should be made on specific checklists provided for each activity. Applica-.
ble comments should be made on the child's checklist for each movement Checklists
are adaptable for uSe either on file cards (4 by 6 size) or on paper for inclusion in a
record folder. In addition, there is a Movement Pattern Profile Sheet for use in sum-
marizing information from checklists for each child.- There ii alio a Movement Pat-
tern CheckliStShort Form for use in evaluating general elements and deviations on
all patterns on a single sheet. This can serve as a screening device and provide a pic-
ture of fundamental pattern characteristics.

Comments: Requires a.minimum of equipment, space, or special instructions for the
child. Test provides educators with much useful data on movement patterns of in,
diVidnal children.

MOVE-CROW-LEARN: MOVEMENT SKILLS SURVEY
Follett Educational Corporation
1018 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60607

. WHAT IS MEASURED
Coordination and rhythm

Cross motor,

Fine motor

Eye motor

HOW MEASURED

Tumbling, running, skipping, hopping,
rope jumping, throwing

Drawing, coloring, writing, cutting

Read stringing, beanbag catching, ball
catching and kicking, ball bouncing
games, tetherball
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Flexibility

Strength

Speed

Balance

Static

Dodgeball, -shuttle runs, sitting to stand-
ing exercises

Toe touching exercises, back bends

Trunk and shoulder, girdle: sit-ups, leg
lifts,, and push-ups; limbs (hands, arms,
legs): pull-ups, jungle gum activities,
broad jump, rope climbing

Running (games and races)

Standing on tiptoe, standing on one foot
with eyes opened and/or closed

Dynamic Walking (different directions and move -
men(s) on a balance beam

Object Carrying beanbag on head

Endurance Distance running, basketball, ioceer
(similar kames)

Body awareness Relaxing, discriminating right and left

Administration of Test; Survey is not a standardized psychometric instrument in
which developmental norms a:re provided for each age level. ASsessment ix based on
examiner's observations of the child in classroom, playground, and gymnasium ac7
tivities: Ratings are from 1 through 51 1severely impaired; 2mildly impa&ed; 3
adequate; 4good; 5excellent. Ratings of 1 and 2 indicate that considerable train-
ing is needed in the partieular skill; a rating of 3 shows that some additional training
is neded in the, particular skill. Children who receive ratings of 4 and 5 in particular
skills can benefit from challenging 'movement education experiences centering
around the specific skills.

Comments: This survey was developed to assist classroom teachers, movement edu-
cation supervisors, school psychologists, and other professional school personnel in
evaluating selected aspects cif a child's motor development. The survey is intended for
lise-with the Frostig-Maslow Move-Grow-Learn prograni and with Movement Educa-
tion: Theory and Practice. Move-Crow-Learn Movement Skills Survey Form should
be prepared for each child. The form sheet contains references to the Move-Crow.
Learn Training Activities in each of the eight movement areas. Children under eight
should not be rated on endurance.

5 0
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THE TEACHING RESEARCH MOTOR-DEVELOPMENT SCALE FOR
MODERATELY AND SEVERELY RETARDED CHILDREN
Charles C. Thurnas Publisher
Springfield, Illinois 82717
1972

WHAT IS MEASURED
Motor coordination-17 types of motor
test activities ire used, with built-in in-
terest and motivational features; test
items reflect specific motor and -fitness
aspects tested

HOW MEASURED
Tests of varying degrees of difficulty in
each category are used to evaluate a
child's ability to:

Stand and crouch on tiptoes

Stand heel to toe, stand on one foot

Jump on toes rapidly; jumpa bar at grad-
ually increasing heights"

Perform a sequence of walking tasks of
gradually increasing difficulty

Imitate movements.

-Touch nose and fingertips, close and open
hands alternately, tap rhythmically with
feet and fingers '-

Step dyer a knee-high obitaele, duck
under a shoulder-high obstacle, pass -be-
tween obstacle and wall

Place matchsticks and coins in a box

Wind thread and wind thread while
Walking

Tap paper with pencil so as to make dots, .
draw lines, trace large and smaRrnazes

Cut paper with scissors, put a straight
line, cut a circle

catch tossed ball with two hands, bounce
ball and catch with one hand, bounce balL-
with one hand five times, catch tossid

- ball with one hand

Throw a ball six feet, throw a ball six feet
inside a six-foot are, throw termis ball at
target

Hang from a pull-up bar, pull-up to eye
level, pull-up

Lift head and shoulders off floor, do
sit-ups

Push-up head and shoulders, do knee
nish-ups, do regular push-ups

'Run 50 feet, run 100 yards, run 220 yards

3:3
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Adrninittretion of Test: Te t may be administered at one sitting or conducted during
several testing periods by a teacher or other professional. Needed materials in-
clude wooden- boxes, wooden spools, thread, matchsticks, balls, wooden targets,
poles, mazes, pencils, scissors, sponge mats, pull-up bars,.chalk, tape, or paint. An
overall motor development score is provided by adding points earned imeach of 17
test categories. Range of scores, sequence of tasks in each category, and divergence

- of Ibility and skill permits adaptation for children of preschool age through high
school. No norms are used. Each child is treated as'an individual.

Comments: This motor deveiopment -scale can form the basis of a comprehensive
physical education program for impaired, disabled, or handicapped persons.

MVPT MOTOR-FREE VISUAL PERCEPTION TEST
Academic Therapy Publications'
1639 Fourth Street, San Rafael, California 94901

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Spatial relationships

Visual discrimination

Figere ground

Visual closure

Visual memory

These five major asPects of visual percep-
tion are stressed in the 36-item multiple
choice test in which children are asked to
answer questions regarding which one of
four drawings is correct in terms of re-
quested relationship to a master drawing

Administration of Test: MVPT is a 36-item individually adrninistored Multiple choice
test that can be given by a teacher or other professional educator to vhildren between
,the ages of five and seven in less than 10 minutes: The only required response is that
the subject point to the one of four alternatives that he thinks is correct. The examiner
records subject's response by marking the appropriate space on the accOmpanying
scoring. shret. Generally accepted administrative procedures for standardized testing

, should be followed. A youngster's perceptual age is determined by his raw score or
number of correct answers.

\

Comments: MVPT is a test of visual perception that can be used by teachers, psy-
chologists, educatinnal specialists, and others who need a quick, highly reliable,
and valid measure 'of overall visual perceptual processing ability. The MVPT avoids
motor-involvement and is practical for screening, diagnostic, and research purposes.
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THE PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR ATTRIBUTES OF MENTALLY RETARDED
CHILDREN AND YOUTH
The Los Angeles County Department of Parks did Recreation, and the Spec al
Education Branch, Los Angeld City Schools
150 N. Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90012

WHAT IS MEASURED
Body perception

.Gross agility

Balance

Locomotor agility

Ball throwing

BaP traeking

HOW MEACURED

Level Iyoungster imitates tester in lying
on back, stomach, and sides with legs in
position demonstrated 'and explained by
examiner; Level IIyoungster. demon-
strates knowledge of left and right and of
bodY parts such as arms, elbows, knees,
and hands by raising speCific body parts
and hy touching-body ptg to other body
parts

Level =-youngster rises up from position
on inti and faces tester; Level 11young-
ster kaeels dows on one leg at a time and
then stands up on one leg at a time

Level 1youngster balances on left foot
using arms to assist him; youngster bal-
ances on one Eliot with arms folded across
chest; Level IIyoungster demonstrates
ability to perform - a series of .balancing
activities standing on one foot with arms'
in various positions .and eyes opened or
closed -

Level 1youngster demonstrates ability in
cross-pattern 6rawling and walking,
jumping forward 'and bacitward on two-
fed, and hoPping; Level II ._youngster
demonstrates -ability 'Jo Jump straight
ahead, in empty squares on a mat, back-
',.,ards down mat and land in six squares;
hop down mat and land in six squares,
hop in empty or unmarked squares

Level I youngster imitates examiner in
throwing a playground ball using a one-
hand overhand throw; Levd II youngster

'es to hit target painted on mat -using
playground ball

Level 1youngster tries to catch play7
ground ball bounced to him by examiner;

- Level IIyoungster tries to touch a'soft-
ball hung on a string and swung by tester

3



Administration of Test: Testis divided intO two-levels in each category and should be
administered- individnally by a teacher or qualified tester in a rooM approximately.
30 by 30 feet, with a ceiling aboot nine-fect high. Test should take about 30 minutes,
depending .on whether partor all of the seeond level is administered: Tester should

. describe elich test.item and denmnstrate as otwn as necessary to create understanding
exactly the,way itovonent is to lie execlited Teti:Tr should,folhiw explicit directions
provided for.bach item and positively reinforce_ and encou4e children who may ask
how they are doing. Instructions as to order of administering tests and scoring are
provided as is guidance on when to adntinister Level II To CSfablish rapport between
tester and child, the youngster should be introduced-to dm testef who should say that.
"we will be playing some games for a few. minutes:" The word test should not be
Used. Reqnired equipment includes playground balls, rubber softball, standards for
holding the swinging softball, foam-plastic canvas covered mat 4 feet by 6 feet which
should be marked with:12-one-foot sqUares and a two-foot by twO-foot target should
be on the reverse side.of the mat (bilick oil cloth square is recommended), clip board
and scoring sheet, and stop c atch or watch with a secotid hand is needed. Deeile rank-
ingii by age are provided for: trainables (5-24 years of age):- educable(5-20 yearA of
age); edumitionally handicapped (5-16 years- of age); .Down's' Syhdroine (5-22 years,'
of age)., Norms are provided for ouch test for youngsters of, each category in each itge
-group.

Comments: Manual includes cnuuii,1en ratiunale and explanation of test.

THE.3-D MST FÜR OSUALIZATION SKILL
Academic Tlwrapy Publications
1539 Fourth Street, .San Rafael, California 94901

WHAT IS MEASURED
LL,Nel

Ishape identification

'Test 11 'aze

IIIvisual equilibrium

Level II

Test I ist..11 awry

HOW MEASURED
Idontification Of a sphero placed Jo hands
held behind hack; subiect then draws any
color that. will help hirn remember-what
he felt; repeat resa ,nsing a- pyramid,
and then"a cube

Large and small forms are put on table;
children are asked about them, includiy
picking similar foriris, describing differ-.
(awes, and drawing the forms

_ook at all pictures child has drawn and
ask series of questions relating to whether
drawinWs are in middle of paper, how
they are standing (straight up, 'circolar,
etc.)

Use eithe/ r iihree or six forms and build'
something with child; then ask child to
draw what was seen or built
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Test 1J-operatinaliiimgery Ask youngster whether what h ha.. -nade
or drawn (what he did in visual me iory
test) reminds him of anything he has seen
or (low; ask lino what it reminds hi n of
and if.he can add anything to make it ook

1.:evel Ill more like the object, etc.

Test I = transfnrriiatioii Put six geometric shapes on table nd
have child plact! them in two separ ite
lines with a space down the middle t iat
looks like a street: have youngsters selct
one shape to be a friend and place him'Int
end of street; ask series of imagivarN.-
questions about: clothes, size, shape, etc.

4.as friend starts walking closer to child;
:t idea is to' describe whether friend 'is

oigger, coldrs are brighter, etc,, as he is
closer to child

*

Administration 01 Test: Test may be given individually or in groups to children be-
fivden ages of thece and eight. Administered individually, the test for children be-
tween three and five ciin be given by A teacher in 20 minutes. An individually admin-'
istered test for six to right year olds takes about 25 minutes since they are more apt to.
coMplete .the test and younger children would probably not do so. Giving test to a
group of 10 to 15 children takes about 35 minutes, but this will vary depending on age
and nuMber of skillcd Aides available. For over 30 children, 40 minutes are needed.
Required materials arc: set of six three-dimensionai gcombtric forms 'for each child,
four 9" x 15" sheets of white drawing paper And a box of colored chalk for each young-
ster: small tiihle with a chair for child and tester or aide; pencil and check sheet; box-
'with lid to hold triiting materials out of sight until they are used. Complete directions
for scoring and administering test are provided but no specifie norms have been
established.

Comments: Test booklet contains detailed instructions and illustrations for admin-
istering test including sample scoring sheets, sample dialogue, and much detail to
help the teacher evaluate results and elicit responses and actions from the child. The
three levels and subtests in each level place the visualization skills in sequence. Chil-
dren should not he tested beyond their ability. A whole section is devoted to activities
to help overcome specific deficieneies.

Notes:

5 5
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PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR SURVEY
Matthew E. Sullivan, PKysical Education Constdtan
Special School District of St. Louis County
12100 ClaYton Road, Town and Country, Missouri 6312.5

WHA. IS MEASURED
Balance (static and dynanrie)

Awareness of self

Spatial orientation

HOW MEASURED

Crone! hing on tiptoes; standing on pne
foot then the other; walking forward,
backward, sidewurd (step-close, cross
step) On balance beam; turtling on bal-
ance bermrpicking up objects; balancing
on seat, abdomen

Location of body parts; busy bee-activi-
ties; baSic movement_ skills (crawling
forward and backward, arni movements,
arm and leg coordination); locomotion
skills (walking, running, sliding, leaping,
hopping, galhping, and skipping);
inimetics; stunts on the mat (log roll,
cradle; rocking horse, bridge, forward
roll, backward roll) and apparatus (climb
stairs; climb ladder, front arm support,
fronr turn, skin the cat, bird nest) '
Lneotinn of self still and moving; stepping
stones; ball skills (bouncing, kicking,
thrOwing and catching, heachball self-
volley); rope skills (jump the stun, long
ro)ir jnmping, short rope jumping)

Administration of Test: Teacher can score or evaluate during group activity. Test ac-
tivities can be used to nicasure changes and improvement of Participants in specific
ctivities any time during the year but the' whole test battery should he given twice

a year. Test can be giVen to a group or individual and be administered at the con-
venience of the teacher as part of a class routine. Specific and simple directions for
administering the test and for scoring are provided: Required equiprrient includes a
stop watch, balance beam, erasers, fiber barrel, pictures of animals or objects, mats,
ordinary stairs, rung ladde4 horizontal bar, large area (circle, half a liasketball or
volleyball court), foot prines, several playground balls, several beachballs, string,
safety pins, rubber bands, crayons, and ropes.

Comments: Survey is a complete screening test which classroom teachers can easily
adniinister. Best.results occilf when:survey is administered by two teachers with
classes working together witil one tSacher serving as leader while the other, seores
the test for each child. While it is recimmended that the test be given twice a year
in the early fall and late spring teachers can constantly work on areas of weakness
and continuously evaluate pro ress made by the whole, group, and/or individual
children.
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FROSTIG DEVELOPMENTAL 'MST 01, VISUAL PERCEPI'ION
Consulting Psychologist Press, Inc,
577 College Avenue, Pido Alto, Californiii 94360

WHAT IS MEASURED'
Eye-motor coordination

Figurc,ground

Constancy of shape

Perception of position ill space

Perception of spatial relati6ls

Adminktration 01 Test: Tclst, which should be adiiiinisterecl by a psychologist, testing
specialist, reading specialist, or trained teacher, can be given to a group in about 50
minutes and to an individual in 30 tn 45 minutes. Norms are available from preschool
through grade 3 (4 years through 7 years 11 months), Overall results may be recorded
in perceptual quotients which readily reveal a child's deviation from the expected
perceptual development for his age.

Comments: Identifies children with visual jvrceptual problems that may cause learn-
ing problems and serves as basis for diagnostic and remedial planning. Remediation
with Frostig Remediation Program or Frostig Pictures and Patterns is recommended.
An accompanying Teacher's ,Guide (The Frostig Program for the Development of
Visual Perception by Marianne Frostig and David Home, available from Follett Edu.
cational Corporation, 1010 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, 60607)
proVides rationale and exercises and lesson plans for each area covered by the test.

HOW MEASURED
A paper and pencil test using figures and
requiring youngsters to exhibit under-
standing and percmtual competency in
theseAreas

OSERETSKY TESTS OF MOTOR PROFICIENCY
American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publishers' Building, Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014

WHATIS.MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Static -Tiordination

Dynamic manual coordination of hand-

Static balance tests requiring youngsters
to remain standing, to stand on tip toes,
to stand on one leg, to maintain crouched
position on tip toes, to rermiln standing
with weight on one leg, to stand motion-
less with weight on one foot

Subjects touch point of nose with index
fingers, roll up square of silk, throw a ball
at target, trace through two mazes with
pencil, tonal all finger tips of same hand
to thumb simultaneously, cut out a circle,
catch a ball, balance a rod on index
finger, touch thumbs to index fingeys of
opposite hands
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General dynaiiiic coordination

Motor s1ived

SinmItaneous wig

Synkinesta

Subjects jump up and down without los-
ing balance, hop, walk a line with eyes
open, push a matchbook using preferred
foot, jump over rope and land without
losing balance, jump as high as possible
while clapping hands, jump onto a cbah
seat iwithmit losing balance, jump and
strike heels with hands at satnt; time
Youngsters put coins in a box, roll a

thread on spool, draw perpendicular lines,
distrilmte playing cards into piles, run and
pick up match sticks and place them in
piles as well as performing other tasks
using match sticks, leaf through a hook
page by page for 15 seconds, make piles
of match sticks, punch a pin through de-

. sign of perforations,- make dots with a
. point, -run and interchange small

items on table followed by drawing three
crosses. Time limits are provided for
tasks assigned to each age group.
Subjects describe circles in air using in-
dex finger of each hand, put tnatchsticks
in box, walk around room holding spool
of thread in one hand which is roll2d onto
index finger of other hand, tap Lim with
feet in alternating pattern using any
rhythm, tap feet in alternate pattern in
any rhythm while tapping top of kable
with index fingers of sante hand, perform
tapping tasks combining fdot and finger
movements, make dot with two pencils
one in each handon two different sheets
of palter, place coins in one box and
match sticks in another box simultaneous-
ly, draw vertical lines on one sheet of
paper and crosses on another sitnoltane-
ously
Youngsters clasp examiner's hands in
specified sequences, clench teeth and
show them by parting lips, strike a table
top forcefull se-,,eral times with mallek
knit -eyebriws. without making other
movements, wrinkle the forehead without
making other movements, nilie legs And
alternately extend ,,and flex each foot
starting from reclining position in chair,
close and open the right cyc and after five

. seconds the left eye, close and open hands
alternately, close right and left eyes alter-
nately for ten seconds, open and close
hands alternately 'while simultaneously
bending open band toward closed one
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Administration of Toot: -rest, which takes 45 minutes, is administered individindly by
an examiner and resembles Binet Intelligence Test in construction. It is scored on a
pass-fail hasis with different components of each majoc test category provided for
each age level from four through 16. Test distinguishes four grades of motor profi-
ciency. Specific dirrmtions aw given for each test item at each age level. A complete
set of fest equipment, including manual and 25 individual record blanks, iN available
for $32.00.

COrnments: Ittitoiiuiiiii demonstrations of instmetions reduce the intellectual factor
with respect to ptrftirintitiu on test. SIN aNir types of tests are provided for each
group, Severid ri iioit Ii tNt hei`n iii t&it iii Iest by Ann:riciin luvr:stig:itors: B. L.
Work, A C i i,lp(lrcIl,t of Performance of Subnormal, Normal, and Cif lcd Children on
the oseretsky Tests of Motor Proficiemy (Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University
School of Education. 1957); B. II. Cassel, Ow Vinelaml Adaptation of the Oseretsky
Tests," Training School Bulletin (1949, 46: 3 and i. Monograph supplement, series
nonlher I); William Sloan, 'The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale,' Ge-
netic Psychology Alonograph (I 955 , 51:1M-252); Keith M. Kershner, Russell A.
DIIIIMicz: and John H. Kershner, "The KDK Adaptation of the. 'ineland Oscretsky
Nlotor Development Tests: A Group Testing Techniqui!" in John It Kershnees, An
investigation of the Doman-Dehicato Theory of Neuropsychology as it Applii:s to
Traiimble Mentally Retarded Children in Public Schools (Ilarrisburg, Pennsylvaniii,
Department of Public Instruction, May 114(i7, pp. 63-103). There appears to be some
question as to lust what motor traits these test items do measure.

EARLY DETECTK)N INV:ENTOBY (EDI)
Follett Educational Corporation
1018 West Washington Boulevard, Chic ikO Illinois 60607

WHAT IS MEASURED
Social-emotional behavior responses

S :him! rimitlictris tasks

Nlotor performance

HOW MEASURED
Aim child's self-control, independ-
ence, pleasantness, feeling of comfort,
responsiveness, attention span, ability to
follow directions, rooperaticenetis, eon-
f idenee, enthusiasm

Determines whether child knows name,
address phone nffinber, birth date,
colors: ran count to 13; knows right (ruin
left: can tie shoestring or bow; recognizes
penny, nickel, dime, quarter, can make
picture of a person; can reproduce circle,
cross, square, triangle, rectangle, dia-
mond, divided rectangle

Includes gross motor coordination, firm
motor coordination, hand preference and
eye perferencm gross motor abilities
tested include walking a straight line,
jumping, hopping, skipping, galloping:
fine motor factors considered are posture,
position or grip on pencil and crayon,
reproduction of geometric forms
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Physical information

Family and social history

Medical history

Eye, dental, hearing, and speech exami-
nation; histories are compiled

Questionnaire on pertinent socio-
economic factors included

Questionnaire relating prenatal care,
birth, child's history, and family history

Administration of Test: The inventory is simple and does not require intensive train-
ing to administer_ Children are evaluated individually- School readiness tasks can be
adoLlistered by a teacher in about 20 minutes. Physical examination and history
taken by other professionals requires about 45 minutes. Parent accompanies child-
In addition to EDI, following materials are needed; eight crayons (red, yellow, blue,
green, orange, purple, black, brown); thirteen pennies; one nickel, dime, and quarter;
child's lace-up shoe; two Pencils; pictures to be colored; and six-inch cardboard
square with one-inch hole in center. A three-point scale is used to rate the three major
areas-social-emotional behavior responses, school readiness tasks, and motor per-
formance.

Comments: Test identifies children with potential problems, i.e., social, emotional,
or physical. Results offer guidelines for curriculum planning. The Early Detection In-'
ventory helps school personnel evaluate a child's strengths and weaknesses in skills
essential to successful school experiences, It is a basic screening inventory ,designed
for use with children entering kindergarten, first grade, nursery school, Head Start,
transitional, or ungraded primary classes- Among identifiable areas that may relate to
learning difficulties are (1) lack of gross motor coordination; (2) lack of fine motor co-
ordination; (3) poor adjustment to basic life experiences; (4) marked language dis-
order symptoMs; and (5) excessive anxiety or fear. The manual for the early detection
inventory is well-written, explicit, and clear. It contains much information on organiz-
ing clinics and programs to overcome deficiencies-

Notes;

THE PURDUE PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR SURVEY
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company
1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43216
1966

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Balance and posture

Body image and differentiation

Perceptual-m r match

Walking forward, backward, sideways on
walking board; performing a series of
eight tasks evaluating ability to jump,
hop, and skip while maintaining balance

Identification of body parts, imitation of
movement, obstacle course activities,
Kraus-Weber Test, angels-in-the-snow

Making circle, double circle, lateral line,
and vertical line on chalkboard; perform-
ing eight rhythmic writing tasks
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Ocular contro

ForM perception

Ocular pursuits of both eyes, right eye,
left eye, And convergence are tested

Seven geometric formscircle, cross,
square, triangle, horizontal diamond,
vertical diamond, and divided rectangle
are drawn on sheet of paper

Administration of Test: The Purdue Perceptual-Motor Survey is not a test. It I,

survey which allows teachers, psychologists, therapists, etc. to observe a broad spec-
trum of behavior within a structured, but not stereotyped. set of circumstances. The
book contains procedures for administering and scoring the survey which includes a
variety of specific perceptual-motor test items. Rationale and development, stan-
dardization statistics, and practical use and application of the survey are also in-
cluded. Clear and precise instructions for sccaing and- administering each test item
are incladed, with illustrations to clarify exactly what the youngster is expected to
do. Forms for recording performance for each youngster are provided.

Comments: The main purpose of the manual is to provide the teacher with a tool
which can be used to identify children.who do not possess perceptual-motor abilities
necessary for acquiring academic skills. Much of this same information can be found
in N. C. Kephart, The Slow Learner in the Classroom (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.
Merrill Books, Inc., 1971). Winter Haven's Perceptual Testing and Training Hand-
book for First Grade Teachers, Genevieve I. Curry, Winter -Haven Lions Research
Foundation, Inc., P. O. Box Ill, Winter Haven, Florida, 33880, also utilizes much of
the materials used in the Purdue Perceptual-Motor Survey.

THE DOMAN-DELACATO DEVELOPMENTAL
The Rehabilitation Center at Philadelphia
8801 Stenton Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19063

ILrry SCALE

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED

Movement without mobility

Crawling

Creeping

Walking

Rolling over, rolling in a circle or back-
ward

Crawling without pattern, hornologously,
homolaterally, cross pattern

Creeping without pattern, homologously,
homolaterally, cross pattern

Cruising (pulling self erect and walking
holding furniture), walking without help
and without pattern, walking crossl
pattern

Administration of Test: Test is a reproduction of stages and levels of mobility develop-
ment through 0)4 .1 normal children progress from birth to achievement of perfect
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walking. Scale is designed to provide a comjiarative uiohildy measure for brain-
injureo children. Nlanual contains information on how infants nnwc arms and legs in
stages of development through walking. Four stagesmovement without
crawling, creeping. and walkingare outlined with 13 levels, For each level there is
a description of age rzutge and hrliin levtl for normal inhuas. Each aoirfix- is illus-
trated and clearly explained with instructions for parents and others working with
the child.

Comments: Stilde was developed as a result of several years of research. observation,
and experimentation relating to how infants move consecubs ely through stages and
levels of development. Each stage and level is defined anti represented 19,--ThrallY. A
developmental chart on which progress tor brain injured and other yonngsters in nerd
of help can be plotted is contained in the manual.

BASIC MOTOR FITNESS
Donaki A. I lilsendager, Departnwnt of Physical Edut
Toinple Cnis ersity, Philadelphia. Penns% Ivaina 19122

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Walking a- mated opposites (left arm-right loot)

Balance alk across balance beam 12 feet long
and four inches wide

CraWling

Creeping

Balance

eral l,alaoce

Cuaircl i nation

Climbing ste

flopping

Skipping

ourdinated opposites (left arm-right leg,
c.) aeross mat a distance of four feet

keeping ahdominal area in contact with
mat

Creep across mat on hands and knees ns-
ing principle of coordinated opposites

Stand stable for 15 seconds with eye
closed

Stand on one foot for five seconds and,
then tlw othereyes open

Jump off bench 18 inches high and land
on left foot, then right foot, then- both
feet simultaneously

Climb any available steps using alternate
foot sequence

Hop on each font three times and both
feet three times

Skip smoothly for six foot without holding
on to anyone else or taking an e tra step
or hop
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Marching

Ball handling

Ball bomwe and catch

March in place for 15 seconds while
maintaining an unbroken cadence

Using a soft cloth ball, youngster will
catch a ball thrown from six feet, throw
a ball NiX feet with tight hand and six feet
with left band, kick ball rolled to him,
pick up ball from ground

Bonace an eight;inch playground ball on
ground and catch it

These first 13 items are considered quahtative. If a youngster fails to pass three of
them on a pass-fail basis, he does not plarticipate in the 13 quantitative activities,

Flexibility Lisit g a special flexibility tester (The
Wells -Dixon Sit and Reach Test may be
substitnted)

Explosive leg power Standing broad jump

Balance Two balance beams are tapered down
and youngsters walk heel-toe fashion
down the'beams as far as they can before
falling off

Abdominal strength and endurance Sit-ups

Lipper arm and shoulder strength and Medicine ball put, using tive pound medi.
endurance eine ball

Hand grip strength Right and left, grip strength is measured
using the jamar Mannometer

Pushing The Manuometer push and pull attach.
ment is used

Pulling The Mauuionieier push and pull attach- =

ment is used .

Speed 35-yard dash

Agility Agility run

Cal diorespirator endurance 300-yard run-walk

Overall endurance Endurance index combining scores on 35-
yard dash, agility run, and 300.yard run-
walk

Administration of Test: Test contains 13 qualitativei.e. pass-failand 13 quantita-
tive itemsi.e. measured items. Qualitative measures are concerned with fundamen- .

tal motor skills and. quantitative items measure more specific motor skills.Equipinent
needs are noted ander -11oW Measured.- Test is individually administered: Permis-
sion to use is required.
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'FIlE BASIC WNCEPT INVEN r RY
Follett Educational Corporation
1018 West Washington Boulevard, Clue; , Illinois 60607

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Identification of concepts often used it) Use in pictures on a multiple ehoim es,/
saTbal directions; find various types of no, or pivsr fail basis
persons, animals, objects; identify what
they can do; identify colors and size; iden-
tify specific actions; identify and differ-
entiate between such things as not more
than, between. next to, tallest, biggest,
body parts, sex, and 1111111es

liepeat statements and tibility to answerRepetition of statements regardin questions regarding themic facts and concepts tmd the ability to
answer questions regarding statements

Youngsters clap, slap table, and clap in
Ability to perform specific acts, repeat varions sequences; repeat numbers in
numbers in sequence, and identify objects groims of two, three, and four; identify

flowers, milk, table

Administration of Teat: Test can be used effectively for youngsters at preschool level
through third grade (up to age 10). Test should be administered individually by

. teacher if results are to he used for remediation and by a clinician if results are to be
used for diagnosis, Test takes :30 to 60 minutes to administer,

Comments: Test is a broad checklist of basic concepts that are involved in new learn-
ing situations in the primary classromn. It indicates whether a chiki is familiAr with
basic concepts, has knowledge )4 plurals and pronouns that are frequently used in
explanations and instructions. Test also shows whether a child 'is familiar with con-
ventional statements and can understand Them and whether he can perceive the
ftimiliarity of elements sequenced in a pattern. Test is particularly useful With ex-
perientkilly deprivkl preschool and kindergarten children, slow leitrners, emotion-
ally dismrbed, and mentally retarded youngsters. ,

EVANSTON EARLY IDENTIFICATION SCALE
Follett Educational Corporation
1018 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60607

WHAT IS MEASURED 40W MEASURED
Body awareness Ability to draw a picture of a -)ersen

Emotional-social dis elopnuerit Ability to draw .a picture of a person

(ft
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AdmInist.Mion of Test Test can be administered individually or to a group by a
teacher in 15 to 20 minutes. A ten-itein weighted scale.is used for seoringiTest is
recommended for use with children between ages of five through six years and three
months to help identify children who cao be expected to have learning disabilities.
Comments: Test serves as a simple check on body awareness and indicates whether
additional classroom work is necessary to teach and/or reinforce knowledge of body
parts. Children with marginal scores are identified and should be watched closely for
onset of specific difficulties. Test should help identify children with failing scores who'
should be referred to the school pSychologist for diagnosis and special treatment.
Potential difficulties that may be identified include perceptual, comb( nal, or develop-
mental problems that might otherwise he attributed to low intelligenee or poor con-
duct.

DEVEIAWMENTAL TEST OF VISUMAI(Yroli INTEGRATION (NMI)
Follett Et ha:animal Corporatioo

Washington lioulev:ml, ( hicago, Illnwds 60607

WHAT IS MEASURED
Ability to imitate drawings Of various
foonsvisual-motor integratioo

HOW MEASURED
) vertical lines, horizontal lines

circles, vertical horizontal cross, right
oblique line, square, left oblique line,
oblique cross, triangle, open square 'and
circle, three-line cross, directional ar-
rWNS, two dimensional rings, six-eircle
triangle, circle and tilted square, vertical

-diamond, tilted triangles, eight-dot circle,
erthenner's Hexagons, horizontal dia-

mond, three dimensional rings: neeker
cube, tapered box, three dinunsional star

,

Admintstridlon of Test: Test utmay be groui or individually administerml in 15 to 20
mirmtes. Thorough teacher orientation IN required, Experienee is important m valid
scoring of results. Norms for children between the ages of two and 15 are provided.

Comments: Test identifies child with visual-motor integration deficiencies and serves
as a basis for further assessinent-of specific area of difficulty. It also suggests use of
the following sources in follow-up procedures: (1) further assessment of the difficulty
with the '011 Asse:Ament Sheets, (2) remediation using the Prostig Remediation
Program and Frostig Pictores and Patterns, (3) Resources listed in accompanying
Adinmistratum and Scoring Manual, (4) assessment and teaching strategies designed
to help youngsters improve motor proficiency, tactual-kinesthetic sense, tracing,
visual pereeptfon, and visual-motor intogration, and (5) provides actnal plans for ac-
complishing these obiecte es in the accoMpanving Administration and Scoring
Manual, There is an excellent accompanying monograph which provides a superb
explanation of origin, construction, and correlations of dui test with meinl conclu-
sions for test usage. Administration and Scoring Manual contains brief and direct
-recommendations for remediation. A7s1I correlates with mental age, chronologitid
age; correlations with MA aud CA are higher io first-grade children than with other
childreo. VMI is primarily interested in child's information processing system.°
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THE RAIL-WALIONC TEST FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Atotor Skills Research Exchange, 1;4:34436:11119

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Loetnnotctr abilitybalance Walk across three w(ioden rails that are

six and nine feet long with varyigg widths
from four inches down to otw inch

, Administration Of Test: Scoring is inversely weighted on basis of widths of respective
rails. Certain minimum scores must be attained before subject is allowed to attetnpt

lk a U irr i ail. Nlatur:itional norms are av:iilable for boys .and girls.

ThE FIAMIDA STATE UNIVERSITY DIAGNOSTIC BATTERY OF IIECREAIVE
FuNcrIONINcFun THE TRAINABLE N1ENTALLy FETARDED
jean Mundy, Department of Recreation
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

1.!/HAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Object identification

Action concepts

Ability to identify box, peueil, bead, ball,
Ntiek, circle, table, chair, block

Ability and understanding related to
pointing, giving, taking, pulling, pushing,
picking4ip, putting .down, looking at,
putting in, going, stoppinx, walklbg slow-/
ly, walking fast, turning right and left,
turning all the way around

akin and qti.uttty concepts Demonstrate ability and underscanding
related to amount, piisi;ion, direction,
place, and space as ref?-;:led by knowl-
edge of top, bottom, front, bank, in, out,
on, between, over, under, up, down, right,
left, drop, pick-up, center, inside, outside,-
circle, opposite, band, foot, one, three,
fotir, five, two; subjects are to perform
specific acts demonstrating Understand-
ing of these terms

Color Ability to show blue, red, green, white,
black, brown, orange, yelloW -,cards as
directed

Rhythm

Manipulative skills

Clap to slow and fast 3/4 and 414 beat;
: march to fast and slow 4/4 beat

Trace, color., and cut ont..shapes; thread
beads; 'and follow these four directrans:
stand-up, pick-up balk walk around Mir,
sit down



Motor skills Ability to catch ball thrown to certain
prescribed area (below waist, right quad-
rant, jeft quadrant, directly in front and
slight ly over head, slightly -below waist,
slightly past arm, reach to right and to
left); throw ball to examiner, kick ball
rolled by,raminer when ball is slightly to
right and slightly to left

,The second half of The Honda State University Diagnostic Battery of Recreative
Functioning for the Trainable Mentally Retarded iS the Kephart Percelltual Rating
Scale Survey which is almost identical to The Purdue Perceptual-Motor Survey which
is previously discusSed and thus not repeated here.

Administration of Test: Ti;st clin, be administered by a.recreation specialist or teacher--
-on an individual or group basis. Entire test need not he.given at one sitting. Major c

:Oasis is on subjective arudysis rather than on objective. evaluation. Importance of
visual evaluation based on experience and professional judgment, is stressed. Clear
directions are offered for caeh.test item and a simple record sheet Emr each major eate-
gory is provided with space to check whkher each task is perforJmed coriectly or in-
correctly, Scoring instructions are provided. No norms are givent Equipment needed
for each test is noted and none of the equipment is expensive or hard to obtain.

Comments: This profile identifies skills, abilities, and competencies needed by an
individual to participate in recreational activities. A brief view of a child's profile per-
mits a teacher or recreation leader to guide thexhild into activities consistent with hig
level of ability with opportunities-to achieve immediate success Testers should con-
sider the iMpact of motivation,' social pressures, previous experiences, understanding
of test items and what iS expected, self-confidence, competitiveness, cooperativeness,
pride, and self-concept on the child's motor proficiency and physicd fitness scores.
It shonld be noted that no program should become ensh,ved to testing and evaluatidn.

HUGHES BASIC GROSS NIOTOR ASSESSMENT (BGMA)
Jeanne I lughes, Adaptive Physical Edneation Consultant
Office of Special Education. DenVer 'Public Schools
Denver, Colorado 602a3

WHAT IS MEASURED . HOW MEASURED
Static balance

Gross motor et

Dynamic balance

Stand on left foot for ten seconds; theroon
right foot for ten seconds

Stride jumpsten with feet aboia 12
inches apart

Tandeni walking in whieh youngster
walks forward and backward on lines on
floor; hopping on each foot for, terilhops
while staying between taped lines



Fundamental nsovernent-1ocoiiiotor skill Slipping between taped lines on floor

Eye-hand coordination Tossing a beanbag underhand at an,18-
inch square target taped to the wall six
times; distance thrown varies with age:
yo-yo in Which subject swings ball like a
pendulum, gives it a short toss and
catches it in a bottle, youngsters get six
tries; throwing, catching, and dribbling
a ball

Administration of Test: Test was developed for physical educators, special educators,
physical therapists, and other health services personnel to use in evaluating children,
six to twelve who appear th have woss motor deficiencies. 'Test should be adminis-
tered on an individual basis, where possible, bur as many as five can he tested at one
time, Testing time is approxiniately 15 minutes. Test should be administered in a
room which is large enough for free, safe movement; testing area should'be marked
with masking tape or floor-marking tape following carefully presuribed direetioms,
Required equipment includes masking or floor-marking tape, a.stop watch (optional),

'six commercial colored beanbags with slick covering, one six-inch and one seven-inch
rubber playground ball, two one-gallon bleach bottles, heavy string, one whiffle ball,
and one tennis-size rubber ball. Carefullv prescribed directions for;adMinistering and,
seoring test are included as is a wprksheet for repot ding scows and information,

Comments: Test is designed as an instrument to evaluate gross motor.competencies
basic to development of higher level motor skills and can pthvide information about a

child which may indicate he should be referred for medical attention, Test should be
-used in conjunction with observations of child's motor performances in spontaneous
play,- in physical education'class, and in the classroom. It is not apPropriate for use .

with children having -serions, diagnosed physical disability but is useful in detecting
strengths and weaknesses of children having minimal motor dysfunction. TeSt may
be used as an aid in planning activity programs:but it will not prove that a child does
not have a percephial-mptor problem orii-leii.'rning disability. Tasks are modified--

. slightly.fm: different age groups, e

FUNCTIONAL NEUROLOGICAL EVALUATION
Dallas Academy
Oak Lawn Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75219

WHAT !S MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Sensory jeveh4nent

6 8

By a series of tests, in these categories:
Visionbasic light reflex.' binocularity,
visual tracking, conVergence, visual per-
ception, reading, lateralit'y preference,
and visual survey: AuditionStartle re-
flex, auditory peraption, laterality pref-
erence, and abstract. concepts; Tartilit
vital Sensation, gnoStic sensation, lateral-
ity preference, andtactile perception
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By a series of tests .in ;these categories:
. Mobility crawling, c*ping, brachia-
tion, laterality preferene -, walking, -hcip-
ping, skipping, rolling, s-unersaults, bal-
ancing, jumping rope; Languagetonality,
articulation, organization; Hand use
cortical opposition, bimanual function,
laterality preference, handwriting, and
pencil grasp

Administration of Test: Evaluation is on individual basis 'with different functions
evaluated during separate. testing periods. A comment is madeiafter each function is
evaluated; vomments refer to perforinance us compared with normal function fur
subject's age1 Summary of each subject's evaluation is prepared and individual pro-
grams pr,escribed for-subjects based on test results. evaluation is repeated periodi-
cally to determige what improvernent has been Jnade and individual programs re-
vised accordingly.

Comments: Functional Neurological Evaluation is simihir to Dorrian-DelecardOioel-
.opmental Prafile origMally developed at _the-Institutes for the Aphievement of
Human Potential, Philadelphia;---



DEVELOPMENTAL PR
1

FiliES
ifyou can look into- the seeds a time a

say which grain will grow and
which will njoithen speak ye to rne.

; I-

.

In recent years developmental-Profiles:devised bs pedi &kiwis., .hologists,
and educators have been widely ulsed foi screening. d'a nostic aMI prc,5criptive
purposes. Teachers, other professionals, paraprofessi( nils, an ' parents, have
foinid interpretations of these pn files valuable in un erstandin , children dui--
Mg different developmental stag .s. When administe IA by 'Ell alified persons,
developmental profiles can also 1 rovi(Ie useful Woe union Iurf assessing needs

. and planning health. education!' , and recreat on prognuns and activities to
, 'meet needs of c.Itildren two weeki to Or seve qus of ag . Developmental
= profiles can be valuable to;

Provide information for use 1) in develnj4ing progressive nd sequential pro-
grams for all chilAren, and (2) in early de .ction of high risk hildren-with devel-
opmental delays 'of various tyl es and so.erities.

Present information about cutrent de elopmental status o a child (1) to help
teachers, other professionals, araprqfcssionals. and parcnt assess growth and
progress of that child, (2) to al concerned personnel in eval lilting existing needs
so that each is better able to Ian far that child, and (3) to _irovide a systematie
means for recording developi entai changes Of the child at ieriudic intervals. In
recent years great strides ha e been made in interpretin results, explaining
needs, and presenting remedk I.approaches for use by pare its and others with
various amouots of formal (rat ring.

--

Measure skills, abilities, and inpetencies possessed and neeàed, by_an indMd.
nal child so that he can panuic aite successfully, safely, and h personal satis-

.

faction in a variety of edueatio !al and recreational activities. '1 is type of.infor.



mation is-important to all who deal with a child and are responsibl e tiding
his -future destiny.

Generally, developmental sere ing inventories ari_; vorwerned with assessments
of: '

Gross nifjbilitws emphasiAng integration of mnewimients, )at r and hisks
controlled by Aral nervous and nmwtdo-skeletal systems.

Communicabans ills including receptiml, comprehension, e
ing, and speech.

Fine motor skills emphasi7 n , ye-land, and related coordination activi-
ties from basic and simple to complex and sophisticated taskt.

Personal-social behavior including ability to take care of one's self,- nd interact
.ith others.

hear-

, , =
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Developmental Profiles
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Denver Developmental Screening. Te.st X X 7..: X

Developmental Screening Inventory from
1 weeks to IS Monti -

rlti Street School St.ri nin Te

1H Performance-. Pr il
. -. ,

Thorpe Developmental inventory X X X X X
:

Evalui'dion Test for TrainaW Mentally
Retarded Children. , X X X X

5ensory-Motor Training of the Profoundly
Retarded X

Peahody Do.-plopnwntal \Iotrmr sc4des
--

.

..
:ur'olitia Developmental Profile . _ N X X

For a detailed comparison and analysis of the practical and technical aspects of
the Denver Develomnental Screening 'Test, (2) the Head Start Developmental Screen-.
ing Test m-gl Behavior Rating Seale, (3) the Cooperative PreSe11001 Inventory, (4) the

--School divadiness Survey, and (5) the Thorpe Developmental Inventory, refer to
"Developmental Screening of Preschool Children: A Critical Review of Inventories
Used in I lealth and Educational Programs," fw I lelen S. Thorpe and Emmy E. Werner
in Pediatrics, March 1974 (VOL 53, No. 3),. pp. :392-370.



SumnaryChart

DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE ITEMS
Listed items and activities can Ile incorporated into formal or informal approaches
for assessing each of these deelopmental characteristics tollow growth and matura-
tion of a diild.-Only Denis and actiyities part of developmentid profiles found in this

-publication are listed.

Adaptive Behavior ,

Avoidance Reactions
Awareness of

Environment
Community
Discrimination of Stimuli
Family
Home
Leisure/Recreation
Manipulate Environment
Peers/Phiymates
Personal Actions
School
Social Relationships

Basic Knowledge
Analogies
Arithmetic
Body Awareness
Colors
General information
lolidays

Letters
Names
Numbers
Signs/Symbols
Social Studies
Spatial Relationships
Time
:Vocabul ry
Weather

COmmunication
AnSwer Questions
Articulation
Expressive Language
Follow Dirmtions
Hearing Ability
Listening Activities
Nonverbal
Reauditorizatimic of

Nonsense Words/
Phrases/Sentences

Receptive Language
Sequencing
Serialization Fo

BaCk ward
Talking .

Use WordS
Verbal Activities
Voice Quality

Fine Motor
Building Towers
Copying Activities
Drawing
Grasping
Placing Objects in

Containers with
Both I lands

Stacking Blocks
Stringing Beads
Tracing Activities
Turning Pages of. Book
Twisting Paper
Unwrapping Pieces of

p er
ltiing Scissor
Using Small M

liands/Fingers
Writing

also items and activities listed under elf-Carc

75
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Gross Motor
Balancing
Ball Handling
Catching
Climbing
Climbing Stairs
Crawling
Creeppng
Hand Clappiiig
Hitting Objects
Holding.Up liead
Hopping
Jumping
Kicking Objects
Maintaining Good Posture
Physical, Fitness Activities
Reaching for Object
Riding Tricycle
Rocking Activities
Rolling Activities
Running
Sitting with/without

Support
Skipping
Standing with vithout

Support
Swinging
Throwing Objects
Tossing Objects
Walking

Practical
Community Living
Daily Living
Family Cluires
Personal Living
Use of Tools/Household

Items
Vocational Readiness



Psych-Social
Attention Span
Emotional Maturity .

Group Partici nation
Personality
Relationships with Others
Self Control
Social Independen e
Social Interadtion
Social Maturity

Reasoning° °

Choosing
Counting
Discriminating
Naming Objects/

Concepts/Terms
Solving Problems
Using Objects/Concepts/

Terms

Self-Care Visual Perception
Rathing
Dressing
Eating
Grooming
Health Habits
Personal Hygiene
Safety Habits

Arranging Objects
Classifying Objects
Completing Designs/

Pictures
Copying Activities
Differentiation Activities
Drawing Activities .

Grouping Objects
Identification Activities
Making Sentences
Matching Activities
Naming Objects
Shape/Size Perception

Activities
Spatial Orientation

Relationships
-Stacking Objects
Visual Memory

" See also items and a tivities listed under VLsuaI-Perception.

DENVER DEVELOPMENTAL SCREENING TEST
University of Colorado Medical Center
Denver, Colorado 80220

WHAT IS meAsymp
Cross Motor

Fine in° adaptive

Language

Personal -social

HOW MEASURED
Contains 31 tasks an' a sequential scale
for children between two weeks and ix
years of age; items range from ability of
baby to lift his chin through a series of
walking, balancing, and ball handling
tasks

Includes- 30 tasks on a progressive scale
to assess a child's ability to use his hands
aud as he grows older ability to solve non-
verbal-problems

Provides 21 taski relating to ability to
hear and talk

Contains 21 items related- to 'ability to
(1:terefirisrm tasks of self-care and to' relate to

. Administration of Test: Test c. n be administered by individuals with no training in
psychologicid testing since it is siinple to administer and interpret. Entire test is never
given. Ideally, tester should begin with threC or four questions or tasks a youngster
can complete and continue three or fourAtustions beyond his ability to respon& Test
is designed fur youngsters between ages of two weeks and six years. During tests
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mothers may 'be present to provide needed information. Statistical information from
1043 Denver chiklren is used to support charts showing at what age level 10%, 25%,
50%, 75%, and 90% of children din perform specific tasks. Required material includt !
small skein of red wool, small box of ridsins, simple rattle with a narroW handle,

one-inch colored (red, blue . yellow, green) cubiriti blocks, small dear glass
bottle with a 5/8 inch opening, small picture hook which includes some pictures of
common objects, and gemnetrical figures, red pencil. small brass.bell, tennis ball .
shaving kit bag to hold above articles, and test forms.

Comments: Test .dots not give a developmental, mental, or IQ age. It is designed to
call IABention to the possibility of developmental delays so that appropriate diagnostic
smiles may be pursued. Test provides a simple, clinically useful tool to assist in the
early detection of chiklren with serious development:II delays..

A DEVELOPMENTAL SCREENING INVE `T( 14

Division of Child Development
Department of Pediatrics and Departmentof Psychiatrx
The Ohio State University .College of Medicine and the Children's I los ital
Columbus, Ohio 43210

WHAT IS MEASURED

Adaptive

Gross motor

Fine motor

Langmige

Personal-sodal

'HIS

HOW MEASURED

By asking parents questions and observ-
ing infants between ages .of fonr weeks
and Eh months; history and observation
should be made at four-week intervals
from four weeks through 15 months and
then again at 18 months; questions and
expectations vary US the infant grows
older

Administration of Test: Answer and observation forms are available on the test record
form for each youngster. There is a. place to rmord answers and observations per-
taining to each specific question asked during eximanatiim periods, which are held
at four-week intervals. Test instrument and-instructions are complete on one large
four-page form which contains all information needed to complete profile as well as
helpful resource information. '

Comments: There is positive correlation with maturity age assigned on the basis o
complete Gesell Developmental and Neurological- Examination. 'I'est items were
adapted from the Gesell Developmental and Neurological Examination. A useful
reference text is Gesell, A. L., and A matrucla, C. S., Developmental Diagnosis, llocher,
1954. Three instructional films available from Division of Motion Picture Photog-
raphy. The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 43210, are: (I) Developmental

'Evaluation in Infancy, (2) The Gesell Developmental and Neurological Examinalion
at 16, 18, 40, and 52 Weeks, and (3) Normal and Abnormal Neurological Function in
infancy.
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MEETING STREET SCHOOL SCREENING TEST
Meeting.Street School
333 Grotto Menne, Providence, Rhode !shard 029(X.i

WHAT IS MEASURED
Motor patterning

Visual-p

Language

liriotor skill%

HOW MEASURED
Bilateral motor skills such as hopping and
skipping, repeating hand clapping and
hand signals demonstiated by the exafl .
iner, moving the body in space on verbal
command, and fine finger dexterity

Visual matching and vimal memory,
copying geometric and letter forms, draw-
ing with a pencil in various spatial co-
ordinates on command, and tapping block
patterns in spatial sequences

Reauditorization of nonsense words, short
phrases and sentences, serial conntidg-
forward and backward, sequencing time
concepts, and free verbal description of
an abstract picture

AdmInisteation of Test: MSSST is an individually administered rOntinutc tdst de-
signed to screen kindergarten and first grade ehildren who do not have requisite
'language and visual-percepoial-motor control to absorb symbolic information of
traditional school curriculum. It is designed for use by teachers, psychologists, and
physicians who wish to identify these children.as early and efficiently as possible to
-minimize, subsequent learning failures and behavioral upset through use of early
intervention techniques. A test manual, Complete with directions for administering,
scoring, and interpreting test, is available and contains all material needed. Norma !
tive tables for the three tests and total MSSST are provided at half-year intervals for
children berWeeu 5 and 7.5 years of age.

Comments: A 5 by t3 spiral-bound voliime provides an in.depth 'discussion .of pur-
poses, methods, and implications of early identification programs. The manual and
simple record form i.s all that is needed to test an individual child. A set of four-page
record forms is available.
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T.M.R. PERFORMANCE PROFILE
Reporting Service for Exceptional Children

. 563 Wesrview AVenue, Ridgefield, New Jersey 07657

WHAT IS MEASURED
SoCial behavior

Self-care

. Communication

Basic knowledge

Practical skills

Body usage :

HOW MEASURED
Categories are self-control, r -..sonality,
group participation, and social amenitie's;
each item contains 10 factors
Categories include bathrocim and groom-
ing, dealing with food, clothing, and safe-
ty; each item contains 10 factors
Categories are modes of communication.
listening, language activities, and lan-
guage skills; each item contains 10 factors
Categories include information, num- -
hers, awareness, social studies; each item
contains 10 factors
Categories are tools, household items,
family chores; vocational readiness; each
item contains 10 factors
Categories include coordination, health
habits, fitness, and eye-hand coordina-
tion; each item contains 10 factors

Administration ot Test: Evaluation is based on teacher observation with specific
criteria for each component spelled out clearly in an accompanying teacher's manual.
For_ each of ten faCtors in the four categories of six characteristics, tachers rate a
child on a scale of 0 to 4. Evaluation scale presents graphically current status of an
individual child and permits recoding to ref1ect developmental. changes. Various
indices make it possible to evallate One major area against another and assess prog-
ress in various areas front year-to year.

Comments: Six major area', evaluated are those most fregliently referred to in curricu-
lum guides for severely and moderately mentally retarded children. bialuation scale
enables teachers to identify existing needs of children and the profile permits teachers
and others to plan for individual growth.

7 6
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THE THORPE. DEVELOPMENTAL INVENTORY (TEM
Helene Thorpe
805 Oak Avenue, Davis, California 95616

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Cross motor abilities Performance of balance and coordination

4activities
Self identity and sentence use Answering questions provide clues tg

child's understanding of basic needs and
safety

ComPrehension and expression ski% Demonstrating knowledge of concepts of
colors, spatial relationships, numbers,
vocabulary, articulation, analogies, and
the descriptive use of language

Fine motor skills Eye-hand and small muscle coordination
are observed during the child's efforts at
spontaneous drawing, symbols, self-
picture, and additions- on an incomplete
man

Personal-social behavior Relates to self-care using the Button Book

AdmInlitratIon of Test: TDI.can be administered by an experienced examiner to an
individual child in English or Spanish in about 20 minutes. TDI is designed for chil-
dren between three and six years of age. A parent should be present when TDI-Is
administered by an examiner fathiliar with the child.

Comments: TDI is a copyrighted appraisal procedure With a health care base. It pro-
vides .Pccurate, descriptive inforrnation about a chilcVs developmental assets and
needs. Fiom -this information, a comprehensive profile is, prepared which includes
behavioral history and health statusincluding hearing and .vision screenirigand

:current developmental standing. Knowledge of a child's age level abilities helps ari
examiner evaluate,whether 'expectations of and stimulations available to-the:child are
realistic. As a link between health and educational services for both normal and handi-
capped children; this Inventory helps professionals plan apProprir.tely. Descriptive
information pr6vided by TD1 cam (1) alert sensitive and knowledgeable examiner t0
a child's developmental level in each Of five areas,. (2) offer clues about child's
strengths-and needs during periodic health care, (3) serve as a baseline itt the begin-
ning of a preschool program to measure a child's progress over a given period of time,
(4) guide planning of an appropriate educational curriculum that is,developmentally-
oriented, (5) be combined with thedicaLhistorY and examination in early identifica-
tion of isolated or multiple developmental delays which need specialized medical,
psychiatric, psychological or heliring and speech evaluation, and (6) assist staff in
conferencing with parents and a child's total developmental status. The inventory
alone_does not make a definitive diagnosis. Findings must be correlated With health
history and physical examinations before interpretations and recommendations can .

be toaqe to parents. A trainihg program for examiners is available

7 7
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EVALUATION TEST FOR TRAINABLE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN
University of Northern Colorado, Department of Special Education and
'Rocky Mountain Special Education Instructional Materials Center
Creaky, Colorado 80631

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED
Writing Drawing a variety of shapes; copying

words, letters, and sentences; writing
name and phone number; making num-
bers; addition; subtraction; counting
money; selecting proper change

Reading and visual recognition of Simple
words pertaining to such things .as boys
and girls restroom, and signs of warning
or danger (self-preservation)

Recognition of signs and pictures per a
ing to the community and ability to
answer specific questions-

Safety and health

Communiry livIng

Daily living

Weather

Time

Holidays

Motor development

'Body image

Assesses skill in eating, toilet 'habits,
dressing, and personal hygiene

I .

Recognition of pictures related to differ-
kinds of weather

Telling time from plictures of blocks with
bands in various positions

Shewing knowledge of holidays by iden-
tifying pictures relating to them
Posture, walk, run, climb stairs, skip,
balance, space orientation, gross motor
coordination, other coordination
Shows knowledge and abilities related to
body differentiation, back extension,
body parts, senses, emotions

Eye-hand coordination Catching, throwing, hitting, kicking balls,
using scissors,. heads, blocks, books,
crossing midline

Speech development Evaluates verbal and nonverbal speech
(puckering and smiling), use of speech

'soles, voice quality, lips, torigue
mobility

Percept ion Shows ability and understanding or a
vAriety of tests to determine tactual,
auditory, and visual perception

Use of free time At home, school, with family, etc,
Psycho-social development' Evaluates personality, inappropriate be-

havior, emotional maturity, attention
span, social behavior in various settings,
social interaction, social independence
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Atimipistration ot Ts Adm-wastra_ )n is informal; vario;is i peels should be given :

at different times l'est should be repeated often so that growd can be measured, Test
is :designed to prdvide teacher with a diagnostic tool Useful in making Valid judgs
merits regarding the entire program. In evaluating performance, subjective analysis
involving tester's knowledge of a child should be utilized as well-as objective measures
ment. Examiner shOuld be concerned with total child and realistic goals should
emerge from tdsL Testing instrument is designed to help an in'ilividualshecome what
he ought to be and capable of becoming. Test booklet contains two, pages of items
needed to administer various testsnone are unusual or particularly expensive.
Yonngsters participate, in test hy answering questions, performing skills, and by -

general behaviiir. Teshk completes checklist for each item on each test. Book eons'
tains a report torm to follow in keeping parents tip-to-date on each individual's prog-
ress. A skills' summary form is included for quick comparisons and overall analysis.

COMM Ms: Test book is designed to find fun jtioning level Of a child in motor develop-
mem, isycho-social development, activities of dailY living, and academics. It aids
teacher by: (I) helping with placement, (2) d ormining a baseyoint at Which to start
prescriptive teaching, (3) serVing as, a guide or developing meaningful goals, com-
petency based objectives, and a more enriched program, (4) measnring progress
thrimgh repeated testing, (5) establishing val d -criteria for presenting parents with
a profile .of their child's developmental level, progress, and needs, (6) serving as a
diagnostic tool in planning daily activities for individual children, gnd (7) evaluating
the child's level of developmene\ and progress and by showing specific behavior
changes for purp6ses of accountability. A similar test booklet known as Evaluation
Form for Trainable Afentally Retarded Children is available from the same source.



SENSORY-MOTOR TRAINING OF THE PROFOUNDLY RETARDED
-American journal of Mental Deficiency, VoL 74, 1989, pp: 283-295, /

HOW MEASURED'.
Rating . approach-avoidance reactiori3/4,

avonfance-approacl teactions, and idisr
criminatory'renctions to,variety of stimuli

Rating -Subject on reaching for 'ribjectsr,
grasping throwing objects, manipokiting
hall, coMbining 'of. -Objects, reinoving-

wel .from ,head, patting mirror image,
mmunicating needs, relating to nne_ or

more persons

Rating subjects ,ability to roll tO side, \

from stomach to\back, completelY over,
in barrel, over obstacles,' rock btilance-

, board or beach ball, chair or nicking
horse, bounce:on bed (jump-Op'seat or
trampoline), swing on hammock ot sus-
pended seat, give active assistance when
limbs are moved in rhythm

Posture and lo- omotion Rating subjects ability .to hold up head, !,

sit in chair or on floor, move on back by.
pushing with legs, move on Aeat, creep,
crawl, styid Supported, stand alone, Welk ;
with assistance, Walk alone, ride tricycle,'
climb stairs

Administration a Test Test is designed for use with persons Et to I71i years of age.
It is best adthiuis ered by trained therapists. Scoring is Irased on ratings in each Of
four main categort s by evaluating subject's ability to perform each of a 'total of 50
individual items, I ays, often,- sonwtirnessoldorn, never, Indices are corimuted fbr
each of the main ca egories;

Comments: Test is àsigned to evaluate and thenwffer aid in overcoming deficiencLes
in awareness, maniptiation of environment, movement, and posture'and locomotion.

PEABODY DEVELO MENTAL, MOTOR SCALES (1MRID REHAVIORAL,

1MRID, George lenb4r College
P. 0, Box 163, Nashyill Tennessee 37203

WHAT IS MEASURED.
vireiiesa

Movem

ion of environment

SCIENCE MONOGRAPH. NO. 25),

WHAT IS MEASURED HOW MEASURED.
Gross motor

Fine-motor adantive behavinr

Ability to Perform. some 205 specified
gross motor tasks at stipulated age levels
from birth through seven years nf agF

Ability to perform. %Me 130 speleified'
fine motor tasks at stipulated age,levels
from birth through six years of age



Administration of Test: SealeN were designt'd as indices of gross iitl fine motiii- skills
occurring in children between birth and seven years (if age (or gross nmtor and birth
and six years of age in fine motor. Evaluator observes child a's-Vell as administering
test items at appropriate age levtils.. In adininistering test. exannner simply turns to
the appropriate section Of sr lit s e hticl s bronological age,- unless he iNobviously
functioning below his age les el. If child refuses to perform some items. they may be
administered by a parent (11- teacher. Specified direethms arc provided foreaell item --

and rating performanee. Five criteria are provided for rating the child's performance
I item, ranging from total dependence to complete independence in perform-

ing the ta:40

Comments: Scales allow. examiner to obtain. knowled it skills child has- /
mastered, those fie is currently developing, and those iuot n his repertoire. Scales,-

. are accompanied by a program of ictivities d'i;signefl to teach each skill fliciitled
in scales. ..ketivities alloss examiner to 'recommend a pwcfse ;notor prograip

. tailored to. fit each chifik needs. tit.cominelided program should include activi-
ties to fill develOpmcntal gaps, strengthen etnerging skills and.sct objectives for
Skills not vet obtained.

CAROLINA DEVELOIINIEVI.Al. PROFILE
80:3 Churchill, Chapel Ilill, North Carolina 2,17574

:. WHAT IS MEASURED , HOW MEASURED
Uri itiotor Cotutuirus tusks such as ability to sit; !

stand, toss balls of various sizes, walk
in different directions, balance; jump,
kick, and skip

-

Fine irriutrur . Includes tasks such as tUrning P ag
ii book, building towers, ringing
beads, unwrapl;ing pieces of twisted
paper; copying differcnt shapes-,--ogirre!NI

I\

rs. tracing va urios patterns; catch-
ing balls,- and placing objects in. con- 1

tamers with one or both hands j
Visual p r!. ion Pro;ides npportunitics to niatch colors,

group and stack.ohjects, II: le pictures,

!
make selections, add to in inplete dc-
signs arid pictures, copy .signs, and

I

. !
afrange coins according t1 sizc

II oiling Presents tasks involvin dis,criminat-
inti choosing, nsing, minting, and
naming various object neepts, and

i
terms

-Re !p clan i Include!; tasks inviilviig Folluiwiiig di-
/ rections, and tonching ilijrcts-npon re-

!quest accuirelLu -tu=iurrrle or functinn
I it Silt I anguiige Cimtains-tasks invoking rePeating dig-,--

its, namiv !pictures tir objects, telhng.
name, answering. questions, talking
Aunt pictures using two-or-three-word

. phrases, and using plurals \
S I
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Administration of Test: This chi klist is designed to be .gived in' large room'
and in several different sessidns. Start- war items on- a gross-tm
selecting age level at which the child should lw successful. If items a'rc easily
passed, skip several age levels to find base level Of suecess, A child's highest
level of functioning is established by determining Developmental Age Ceiling
(OACY CrIkria for dqtermining DAC varfies from one area to another,-three or
more tasks ni some areas and 0% o in (idlers. Age levels should lw used as general
sequential reference guides. for develnpment of the chikl. Checklist findings
shnuld be translated into long-range instructional objectives. All lindidgs in the
Six areas slundd lie chartvd nu the prolile prilvided.

Comments:This is a eaterion-refereneed b-ehaviiir checklist designed to increase
a child& abilities to the maximum deg'rec as preparation fnr formal academic
tasks ihat will be faced u catly.elementary school. This checklist is not in com-

\ pare of assess a child in tcrins of normative data, it is not a test nor should it
be used -as sail. Items are presented in sequence by developmental areas. A
_ask nuinber, a delcription of the task, and deVelopmental age arc given for
each item in each area.
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LOCALLY DEVELOPED
ASSESSMENT DEVICES

If is, MOW important for us to know where me
are!tmtag than to try to get thery too quickly.

Time is on our side. We MUSCnot mistake
activity for aehieveMent.

Personnel in many public and irivate schools, school districts. recreation depart.
inents, activity and day care miters. clinics, and residential facilities have devised
and successfully uses1 their own testing instriiments, rating scales, and assessment
devices. Often items from various standardized tests have been adapted or modified
and used with locally devised items as bases for Jvaluating, diagnosing, and prescrih.
ing appropriate physical, motor, and reqoational activities. This approacti allows
physical educatorS, reereation personnel. ,Special education teachers, mid other con-
cerned individuak to, be flexible in preparfng, modifying, and using a variety of asSeNS-
men t devices, evaluative instruments, and rating scales regardless of specific situd--
tions, changing environments, imd neilds of individuals.

The traabtional approaeh in- evaluation and assessmtnt has been to test an
individual in a special situation, or 'environment and then generalize results to a
variety of other situations, related or not! However, many experienced persoms have
been extremely successful in obtaining this pin6 kind of information from carefully
planned observations in actual program situations. Bather thaii determining general
abilities.or specific skills in badminton, basketball, basic movement patterns, physical
fitness traits, or perceptual-motor functions from results on formal tests, individuals
are obserVed in actual badminton or basketball ganws or lead-up activities, on the
playground, in the gymnasium, or in the swimming pools, In fact, locally developed
progress charts and performance scales have been extremely effective in individual
swimming programs at all levels. Neither processformal testing nor informal as-
sessmentcan be haphazard or left to chance; both must be planned, systematic, and
regular.
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EV:1111;11101i aSNOSSIIICIlt art, lrom progressive developmental
sequences themselves and are yital ;end integral parts of the learning process Itself.
lei this Nvav. %dam ui meliviihial i uccesshil in performing certain taskS,

in patterns, the lie.xt iippropriate step in the progression can he
This consistent %sill) elirrent emphasis on criterien. ref erences techniques, and idsii
reCegliiit'S the speeltIC hire id learning uS apidIeil III liCh

particitEite silevesstilll the gymnasium .and classroom, on the plio.grinind
athletic tield. III uallip It Ill the peel. EValilatien anti assessment are in.
Jelieled :nits to instruction and to help teacher, leaders, and others kmw,.. zero-
in on individual participant needs. centimilins and tingeing precess, emphasis

Minn II v,ressih, develop1M,alt. anit -progress in real lite program situations.
ElluetIteel /nineties gleaned trom combine(' with Isti(m ledge i II
children in general, eaell tetimitred xvith tieriintal experi-
tmue and good judgment an. 1)asic ingredients tor individuithillig programs iind ae-
tiVitirs ler Vail) Lillill III this Was pregrailIS and IiCtisltleS Call er Changed

dalls' as Ilettlal PerteriiIiiII(U. and progress are. idierN ;mil assessments made.. Thi'.
I.hummar, tht testing situation itself as a factor xvhich can have eittior :1

pesitiVe lir negative on results and j)erformanees by tIlitIIIL individuals in
gn. situations. ln ;hurt. ealuation and astessinent arc a part ot
saincinalsing III terms 01 What each indivielual can de thitillU the ceurse et

Siiiisde piqued, an (LIS ss-heli. sverk, inie_seinester. ii IlLe wheel ) ear, ()Inee-
tis es tor each vonel;!-;ster twist he !mule. revised. and rei.xamincel perterMalices are
contininnisb illuserx.ill and progress essesseel,

!leg:lidless a
tire thi..sanie

O Aid and lacilitate instrnction What Cenies iii.
/

6, 1)eteriiiiiie ilfeetivelieSS et L Ham activittes, aintroaches, and fi li ids luir each

indiVidlial participant.

PH iVIde It retOrd id griuttlit, le 'liniment. rtormance improvemen and

pean.ress.

Determine. each ehilers strengths. iinlities. weakno es nil problem ali.uts'
Mho l Child can and califilit'Ule.

s the degree in NVIliCh specific pregrallis, certain acticitieS, and s itriens all-
pri aelleS aCCoMpliSli What Written gni& a id ebjectiVes Stiptilate', this IS Wheil

en lidil accountable.

approach tonna! teyting or informal ssinent
_

major purpose.,4

Iiiipc)rtant tl) s!.stulzi i% pr hire for scoring. tabulating . and
eecording data ;Mel information about speciiie aspects of individual perjormience.
Since inureasing numbers of personnel ill local programs have indivated that !Mem
OrIlial tt'StS and diagnostic have !Milted %aloe and applicz.!Iility for par-

ticipants lit their firograms. devices :Mel approaeliek: haVe been del. rhilied III Meet
needs' and ithilitieS in lin,al pregraniS, specific Mealities. and givele Ana-
tii.ms. Specific items have liven extracted from a variety of test batteries Inid (hit. forma
approaches used lii Scere and rt.cord thiS inferniation. Represelitatis uNallipluN IrlIlli
instruments, scales, and deVices deyeleped used ;ystems,_spe(Uul

schools recreation departments, residential facilities: day Care, laid ar:ro.-ity Centers,
eliniCS, kerb.' childhood centers. and rehited programs are included in the. following

8 4
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pages. This material iS provided to show a varietx of locally develmwd devices and
approaches used for both formal testing and intormal itssessintait purposes. For

mph,:

Present sirIus Iii qualitative terms:

slow, average, good, teds inor 0'311111W

'pass, fail; yes, no; can. can'
adequate, tqhicatitmal care, referral tar,

do, inadequate, adequate
-- unable, weak, average, strong

correet, hesitates
satisfactory, unsatisfactory

Present statns ii, quantitahVc hints:

time for agility rim, dash, enduranee run, bolding baloney. hopping 3 given

distance
-- distance walked on 'balance beam, lumped, run in a given time

mnnber of ImIlaips or sit-ups, times ball is bounced, objects picked up it) a
given time
rating according to predetermined scale based on specific criteria or standards

line drawings, stick figures, ttr diagrams as a means by which non or poor
readers can use the same materials and SCOUT cards as students who read. It is
vital that levels of physical fitness and ability to iwrform motor tasks he accurate-
; determined and not relloct gel-1121%1i intelligence or specific aciideinic skills

Groin nd present personal characteristics and basic behav i in dif erent
ways and various patterns:

neurological organization, mobility, permitual characteristics, agility, basic
inotor-skills, fitness activities
functional concepts, physical education, play skills
body awareness, spatial relationships wdal movemen into
ailtv balance-posture, ball handling
han-i-eye yhoice, jumping, hopping, anwl- sno v balance beam/rail s1ulh
ing,- skipping, swinging, identification
gross motor, scnsory-tootor integration, percel al-motor skills, tango
development, conceptual skills, social skills .

language, pre-reading and reading, math, perceptnal-motor
obstacle course, warm-ups, rhythms, bokey pokey, ball handling, kick bail,

gunny sack relay
attitudes and habits, relaxation, general movement patterns, specific MOVV-
njent patterns, eve movement patterns, communication patterns, cisuolizo-

non patterns
gilitv, halanQe, body irriage, cuuordii,atron, directionality. figure -wound

laterality, reflex, shapes, tactile, vishin

Group different minibers of specific tasks within each basit:
tlepending upon characteristics atm traits themselves anti type
needed about each participant.

8
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Inc Indo inhaination ahont attitodes ;old approaches ot participants toward ceN
tido tasks and activities in tiddition to comments :old information about actual
performance of skills, movements. and patterns.

wouldn't try
tritni holeii quit
tried. laded several time.. lint
11-11.11 1..1)1)6111)yd to tr 411(1 hit, had to ho NtoppVd

111 preparing Ncalt.S. MAI-WM.1th, kind related devices, regardless of piirposes f or
which they are to he used, simplicity and flexibility are Ir111)Ortant considerations.
lieyiccs need to In, NI Sii that they can In, used easily hy individnak with
diverse amounts of training, haekgroonti esperieuce: they must not require a
lot ot time to record int urination imd results of observations. In addition. devices
!oust be I unchond intormation can In, applied and ustni as bases for improving .

program opportunities and experiences for each program participant: Vhsilnlity
important so devices can be iimd m ways or ;ippriniehes lusst for a piirtieular stat I in a
giviti program to meet unique needs of the population living served.

In preparing assessment devices and related procedures, teachers/hade should:

!Wins ohtion information intendedno mini% liii lisss

Ilecognize that iletivaies or skills need to be asseSteil from simple to complex,
easy to f owever. 'remember that a progression or sequence appropriate
tor oni individual or most participants in a group is not necessarily ef fective with
everyonenot everyone learns skills, particular pattvrns, snecitte intwomentt .
yiven tasks, or perceptualonotor activities 111 OW same order or way: adinstment
to indWithial needs is essential.

'is Re :dile to screen and asse pet( (imam. of children throughout itiVir
tional careers. An increasing minifit.r of sehook haVV deViN14.1 nUrS(4-v, preschool.
or kindergarten developmental profiles ion! pereeptuakinomr screening instru-
wents whieh are administered to children before they Ntart to school. Stich
screening procedures arp.lielpful for grouping, phinning . and making educated
guesses with respect to strategies to help each youngster be success( id :Mil get

f on the right foot in school.

lii dile to detertnitie which boys and girls need supphmentary assistance beyond
-and 131 liddit1011 to regular class p'rograms and which youngsters may require
specialized and more formal testing.

Consider activities and programs designed to meet specific needs of child
various aspects:of physical edta'ation, recreation, -and related activities.

monstrate that hirmal testing iind informal assessment aro vital components
of the teaching-learning process. No program should become slave to testing
tests should not be administered sliely for the sake ut toting and dahi gathering.
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SAN JUAN UNMED SCHOOL DISTRICT'
Special Education Department

Motor Skill Assessment
BODY AWARENESS

P
Test 2
p F

Can yon point to partN ur head? 0 0 0
'Can ymt idvntitv hodv Top?

Front? Back? Side? 0
Can you identify and move hotly parts? 0 0

Finger to thumh? Both hands? 11 0
Bend your wrist? notate your wrist? 0 0
Bend your eIhow?
Bend at the waist? Ct 0 0 0
Bend your left knee? 0 0 0 0

Can you open and close hands altern /Iv? 0 0 0

SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS

Can you point to or move hodN parts on a 'Ric
side? 0 0 0

Can you d tii cash wtween right and left '11

0 0
Can you move in p eified directkm)?

Left-Bight
flp-Down 0
Before-Behind 0 0 0
Over-Unth/r 0 0 0

It 0 0 0
Far-Near 0 0

0 0 0
Forward-Backward

AXIAL MOVEMENT
Can you swing your arm? 0

Both arms?
OM` kg? 0

Can you pum and turn: Qii- tun? 0
flail turn? 0
Full turn?

LOCOMOTOR
Can you hop through a hopscritch ha a , 0 1/

Can you bop, step, jump? 0 11 0
Can you jump backsvards?.(nrec lumps) 0 0 0
Can yomtell me the distance you can broad Jo np? 0 0 0 0 :

'M. Jeanne Bartell', Program Specialist, ical Education, San Juan lofted S of_
Destruu &in Juan, California,
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GROSS AGILITY

1 Trd 2
ii h

I hpx I :1st can von got 1113 and tur.i. Inc? 0
(;()()D it vhild Nits np itid riws in 2 ocnnds tir Irss.
l4lli it t iIIitiip.iiiiI riws 3 soconds or morn.
11)01i if child tnrns on stomach and arisos.

Can you kin.r1 on ow, knee :it :I Wilt` and Stand up
on (tne leg at a time? )

SCORE: (;OO() if inn\ einent sesreutedliertuctl, with liands,1 side%.
w,itholit use of hand% uses one or both hands, or

falls back.
IVOR ---uql.,,Itamls on floor and (InOis tic aY11t, hiliCheN hatak icc tin Fl

or Init.% built kni'VN at Mill or get% np (II hidt ket at 011(V.

BALANCE POSTURE
iiidanco Beam Eves shnuld ho forward on vntl Inum. V. ;Amy sides% :1\ uvos

sinifild tic tounsed straight ;thou& t'se bean bag on the head.

Forward tnr-heel to length nt beam.
111ekw:ird----tor-heel to length of bean)
Snleward --step left. Nlide right foot to side return

tn starting position by Ntop right, Nlidv lett 0 0
Stunk Catwalk. (all fonts) forward U U 0 ii

Walk in center lower to one knee and
stand, walk of

Stand with OHO- tuot placo Erectly in front
of the other fnot

Sit in chair, bean hag on head, rke. walk
0 0around chair and sit down

BALL HANDLING

Throw ball to wall and catch on firs
of 5 times, 10-15 feet away

Boll ball between two blocks 2 fee
distance nf 10 feet

ThrOw bean bag to ucCt'ivt
placed at 2 foot intervals

Its

binince 3 out

a-t front
0

0 0

0

0 0



LANIPIIEHE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Differential Education
Madison Heights, Michigan I8071

Nam

Perceptual-Motor Activities

Last First Mid. Init.
Sc1 Grade Eimiv.

Birth.Date- S x `I earlier.

ALL TASKS DONE WITH VISUAL FIXATION

Adequate
Educational

Care
Referral

Care Score

L Ifand and Eye

5

RR

4 3

liL

1 0

choice LB LL 1,7ndefined

Right Iiiinded It H BL

LL LB

Left hand d Itt.
BI,

BB
lilt

Undefined

Undefined iland
dominance

1 Jumpboth Eyes tin Eyes not on ',OWN

feet target
_

target -

_
Balance .

ForWard Maintains Loses. Alternate
direction

. .

direction
_

feet
Maintains
balance

Lack Parallelism_ Cannot do___
Rigid

Biekv,ird Eyes n Eyes nut on Lose
target target balance

_ Maintains- Loses Alternate
direction direction feet
Nlaintains Looks back Cann t do
balance Rigid

9:3



3. Hop
Right foi

Lrtt toot

On _ _ Eyes HOt Oil Loses
targo target balance
4 hops __ Procsses Cannot do
or more Loses
Nlaintains direction
balance I :Inds flat
Mainciins tooted
direction ( )ppositi. toot

touches floor

Eyes _ Eyes no Loses
, target target balance

hops Processes __ Cannot do
or more I ()NOS dire

Maintains =, I ands Ilat
balance footed
Nlaintains Opposite loot
direetion touches floor

4. Angels in \lovos limbs Processes at Continuous
Smoothly and ttnct NIOF

Upsi. drisively 110E on Continuous
_ _ ( 'an move try processing

on visual bt Segmented Requires
auditory movements kinesthetic
5611111110 Requires stimulus

tactual stimulus

Con a limbs Eroc
. smoothly and firs.

decisively

_ Can move
on ViStild tIC

auditory
stimulus

Conn...ions
\JOE

Continuous
processing

mented. Requipas
movonents kinesthetic
Requires stimulus
tactual stimulus

5. Walking rail __ Eyes on . not on Awkv.ard
(otf fhmr) target target Poor balance
a. Forward Uses both z One-sided I lee! cannot

sides to activity touch toe
balance _ Too fast
No hest- Feet toe m or
tation out

('an rec,Jver
balance
Steps off rail

94
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h. Backward
target
Ilses hoth
sides to
balance
No hesita-
tion

Eyti not Awkward
target Poor balance
One-sided !feel cannot
activity touch toe
Too flit
Evet tint in or
out
Can we( T

balance
_Steps off rail

ILN on Eyes hot on Awkward
target target Poor balance
No hesita- _ Rigid lhONthhr& Cannot shift
non Stcp off rail weight
Vas D./ ifficulty in
halunce weight shift
Smooth

ight
shift

6. Skipping Eyes on
target
Bilateral
skip

target
_ Hop and skip

alternately
Proc
Rigid

9 1

95

Gallop
Cannot skip



NIEDVOHD UBE mom)
Perceptual-Motor

I. boitotion or Body Movements:

Given a visual model, the child will imitate the body movements
without hesitation.

(Baseline
Pass

(Date)

(Baseline)
Pass

(Datt)

(Baselitie)
Pass

A A

J. Balanct Beam Fr rward:

sg.en a verbal command, the child will walk forward, heel to
toe, on a balance beam.

1 step 1 ft. ft 3 ft. 41t. ft 6ft

K. Balance BLam Backward:

Given a verbal conunand, the child will walk backward, heel
on a balance beam.

1 stet 1 ft. 4 ft. 5

'Based on Preschool i'reschool Identification and Prevention.
Medford School District 5.49C, Medford. Oregon.
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(Baseline)
Pass

(Date)

(I &Mine)
Pass

(Baseline)
+ Bass

(Date)

0. Beim-bag Throwit

Givim a verbal command the child will hit a 0111' 101/t hy one tom
target on the wall three ont of five times at a designated distance.

Berm.hin, itching:

Given a erhal cominfurd, tin, child will Llitch a bean-bag three
out of live Unto in the hands (nut Hi the arms) at a designated
distanee

Bali Catching:,

Given ,a verbal cmnmand, the child will catch a 6" diameter ball

three out ot five times in the hands (not in the arms) at a desig-

nated distance

9 3



GROSS MOTOR,

SKILL: &I
-)

tic
a

REMARKS:
Rolling deft & right/

I, RolHiands at side
2. Roll-hands above head
3. Ontrhand at side-one above

-4. Somersaults-forward

Swing
1, Sit straight on chair
2. Indian
3. Sit balancing book on head
-I Sit on balance beam feet up

I

Crawling
I- Creep on stomach

Forwar(l
Backward

2. Homolateral crawl
Forward
Backward-

3. Cross diagonal crawl
Forward,
Rackward .

Selt-Idantlficatton
1. Responds to name
2. Watch self in mirror
1. Identify name
4. Photographic identification (colo
5. Picks picture from group
.6. Picks self from within group photo
7. Writes name
S. Draws figure

.---

//

'Based on materials from Audrey l)oty, 13 Spring Hill Road, Mantua, New
08(151.
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'
SKILLS:

,

=
F2, REMARKS:

Body Localization
I. Points to or names major parts

of body (eye, mouth, etc,)
2. Points to or names minor parts

of body (fingernails, etc.)
3. Points to parts of body on c I r
4. Can play "Simon Says" and

liokey Pokey- ,

5. Trace body of when, put in fi. tnre.
6. Points out parts of body in pho

of self

Mircular Strong
kl= crouoli and ii _-

, 2. liaug,likm) p: e or _ rings ,

3. Climb stairs
4. Bends Ine.,-s
5. Throw medicine ball:
6. Touch floor with fingers.
7. Swim
8. Sit-ups
9. Push-ups

W. Chin-up

.

Balance and-Rhythm
1. Run or walk tip toe. '
2. One foot stand ,

Bounce ball'
-.'"'4. Rhythm bandsteady bea

i

, J

5, Balance beam
Fr_c , . v , Ir ci

, Backward .

Sideway
Bight i

Left
!6. Danci --contetni s.'
!



MOTOR DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST'
EMR-TMR

Obstacle Course
a

I. Boll
2. Cretp.-
3. Crawl Mind & kneq-,)
4. Walk
5. vlk heani (forward!

Backward!
Bight
Left

B. Walk over, under, between
7. Footste!, w.,/ cru%Ncvr
S. Static, balance ss-/
, (.1,h elowd

hoth tedt
une foot

; 9. BM)
10. flop
11. Climb
12. Skip

Angths-in-the-snow
14. Wigwag
15. Singh, ld!g litts
18. Ihia IRE Sit.up

7'17; oe tench
18. Rocker

RhythrrIS

19. Jump rope wi music
20, clap & wnlk w,/ music

;

.ljapet Seaman, Calirornin State dit Long Beach, 1,opg lierch Recreation 1)epartment.
Long Beach, California.
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Hokey Pokey

21. II-1, discrimination
22. Identification of hodt,' pa

Ball Handling

23. Roll.
24. Catch
25 tiverhand throw
20. flounce & catch
27. non into box
38. Bounce on tarot

Kick Ball

29. Kick scatimiary hall
30. kick rolled hall

Gunny Back Relay

i 1

Scoring: i lo; inadequaw 3 .r=

9 7



AHD AI.K-UVN
ENDVIINCF;

BENT KNEE srr-LTS
ABDOMINALS

OSERETSKI-NIATCIISTICK
(NIANUAL) FINE Nyymit
COORDINATION

STANDING BROAD JUMP
oH vEnTH:Al. JUMP

:10 YARD DASII.DYNANIIC

ENDURANCE HANG aiiirvn,
Aim AND SHOULDER
ciRDLE STBENCTII

AGILITY RUN AGILITY

\VALI, BOUNCE EyE4IAND
COORD1NA HON

BALNCE \VALK-BALANCE

'Boulder Vit I )jtrict.
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MOTOR-SKILLS TEST'
LEVEL ONE

Pupils Nimit Grade A fe

School l'Llchor Date

'heck One Test
Pretest Post Test trences

Teti_ _terns S. ( 1. S. D.

I. Balance Beam-- (E)At-toot coordinti-
tion, balance). Vor balance beam OC-
tivitios, have pupils remove shoes .
lialanee beam or 2, X 4 shonkl be at
least S feet long.
A. Fortcard. Walk forward, touching

heel to toe, length of beam without
stepping of f,

11. Backward. \% alk I ickss,mril toiicIi -
ing toe to heel. length of beam
without stepping off.

C. Sidewarde Stand
beam, Step with right foot, slide
left foot to right. Continuo same
action the length of t e beam with-
out stepping of 1.

Hopping-7( Balance, coordination)
A, Bight foot. 3 hops
B. ..eft foot.:3 hops
C. Both feet. 3 hops

III Stif f Leg Sit- Up(Flexibility, strength)
A. Lie flat on floor with arms at sides,

palms down. Keeping legs
straight, lift upper part of body,
toueh tons vith fingertips. (Re-
twat 3 times.)

Ball Handling I land nit.' rdina-
non)
A. Bounce and catch. Usuig both

hands, bounce and catch ball 5
consecutive times without miss-
ing, dropping, or losing control of
8!i" rubber playground hall.

B. Boning ball. Roll SVrubher play-
ground ball at target 10 feet away.

target I out of 3 triesuse
wastebasket, cardboard box, etc.
for target.

° S performed the skill successfully.
U unsuccessful performanceindicates

deficiency . which needs instruc-
tional practice.

1 improved performance.
S post-test score same as pretest score.

digressedpost-test score lower than
pretest score. Retest in a few days.

'Based on Motor Skills Testing in the Primary Grades. Oklahoma 1
cation (Physical Education Section), Oklahoma City, Ndahoma.
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MOTOR-PERCEPTUAL MOVEMENT PATTERNS'

Natne 1 (laid _ Crude

Ohs i and ti,sting this (Add
indiciites the hillinving:

_Progress Needs
more

trainingiiverage ri

ATTITUDES AND HABITS
Effort

Confidence in movement

Care and app riation of equipment

; nlits- to mItt-k indupendently

RELAXATION
steep pattern

Atnittv to Ntflp ail mitetnent

GENERAL MOVEMENT
PATTERNS

Fhp-thip (tonic uiu rettes)

i t cad tilt and roll

liollintr,

CrovIttig

Criwptin4

lking and fawning
,

I loppina and pimping

,Skipping

Callopmg

tigels-in-the-xnow

Balanying

Body itnagr

Spatial umlaut]

ID, KritiN lid B. L, Olsen, I rlR&rit y insin at 'r LaCrstsw, Wisci sin

10 0



SPECIFIC MOVEMENT Progress Needs
111 Urt:

tr, 'ningslow aventge good_PATTERNS

NtanipulMion of small articles

Ball .skills

Hope jumping

I lolding ()coed correetly

Dominance (tuixed right, left)

EYE MOVEMENT PATTERNS

Focusing (rye rminact)

kuliir pursuit (following target)

Peripheral (seeing out of the corner)

Accommodation (near and tar

COMMUNICATION
PATTERNS

Ability to tollow directions

Ability to tell or give directions

VISUALIZATION PATTERNS
Ability to project and interpret

Ability to be creative. i

OTHER COMMENTS:

School

Teavher

1 0
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ADAPTED PRE-BEGINNER SWIMMING PROGRAM
LEVEL I

-PUPIL IS ABLE TO:
I Enter pool via 1.01der with assistance.
2 1 pave pool via ladder with assistance.
1 Sit on deck and enter pool with assistance.
4 Climb nu deck trom pool with assistance.
5 Bob up ;mil &wit in water to chin level with support ol twit ;i-runs ;it instructor.
6 Bob up and down in water to chin level with support of line arm 01 instructor.

ADAPTED PRE-BEG1NNER SWIMMING PROGRAM
LEVEL II

PUPIL IS ABLE TO:
L Climb down ladder unassisted.
2. Climb up ladder unassisted.
'3 Voter pool from deck unassisted.
4 1 cave pool from water unassisted.
5 Bob op and down in water withont tmliIiort of instructor, using bobbing prec

gression in Level I.
6 Bob down deep and Mitch ankles, iump up high in air, d maintain balance

using both arms to balance body.

ADAPTED BEGINNER SWIMMING
LEVEL VI

PUPIL IS ABLE TO:
Dii crawl stroke and rhythmic breathing while standing in place.

2 Do ciawl NtrOkV-20 yards. (Arms, hrcei-liing tenet kgs)
3 Do combined stroke on back (kicking and sculling or finning)-10 yards.
4. Change directions to right by niaching with kind tenet arm tend turning head

in direction of turn, while kicking legS to maintain horizontal position.
5 Change directions to the lett.
6 Turn over from front to back and back to front.

ADAPTED INTERMEDIATE SWIMMING
LEVEL /X

PUPIL IS ABLE TO:
cissors kick 10 yards with kickbnard.

2 Crawl kick 10 yards with kickboard.
3 Breaststroke _Lick 10 yards with kickboard.
4 Sidestroke arms only 5 yards; legs trail.
5 Crawl armstroke only 5 Yards: legs trail.
6 Breaststroke arinstroke on!y 5 yards: legs trail.

Source Cnidenbfied,

106
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N ani
RESTRI(

(.+, I _II II

Tialet triiiiieLl DIRECTIONALITY,
Feeds self

14 1 I I;

_

U

_

El 1

Dress sell
Sninilliis resonlises
Verbalizes
'Faun 10

kitiest1i in

Stack test
NInhilits

FUNCTIONAL CONCEPTS

1 LINE CONCEPTS:

2 SHAPES:

3 MOBILITY;
i-

4 AGILITY:

5 ____

.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION SKILLSPLAY SKILLS

6 ROLL & BOUNCE A BALL;

7 THROW AND CATCH;

8 KICK & HIT:

9 BODYROLL, TIP-tip, HEADSTAND;

10 RELAY & CIRCLE GAMES:

EVALUATION:
COMMENT;

Ernie Davis, 12651 Pebble Beach 1)ri Sun (5tvArizona 65;351
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Neurological
Organization:
-War Games"

A

CBANA

I. I imitelateral
(.,F(1S". Patterns

3. Dile 1(14
TWO drag

cif ;

5. 11011101ateral

-6. Direction
7. KIIi`i' N1411/

STANDING

9, Cress Patterns
10. Bilateral

Perceptual
Character
Directionality
Pioneers-Eagles

I. Jump min.
2. Make a Intattitain
3. alk=rtneskin

Left and r9,1.11

jtimp tliv Jolt).
5 Indian dance
f' Straddle
7 Hide a huri &

\s-.111, the taupe

M. Illint tlw der
9 Sitnnt the deer

10. Briiii4 9 limp,-
to campfire

Basic Motor Skills
Gym Organization

I. Line.ttp (heit:fht)
DresS-right (stn.')
Connt-of (s0.)

1. Oneteranks
3. Nleasnrentent
6 Forward-roll
7. Hon.over

partner
S. Ttn.up
9. iju'adStAnd

10. Cart%VbVid

c,31

'Ernie I_ 12651 Pebble Beach Drive. fltiutid S5351

111S
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ALSO AVAILABLE' FROM AAHPER
ANNOTATED RESEARCH BIBLIOGRAPHY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREA-
TION, AND PSYCHOMOTOR FUNCTION OF MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS.
Contains 439 studies and bibliographic citations for 419 additionpI projects covering
almost 100 years 1888 to 1975, Represents the rdest comprehensive effort yet made
to present studies and analyses in these areas. Offerrs review and analyses of trends and
majcfr findings for each study and delineates unanswered questions that need to be
proved in further studies, projects and programs. Also presents various other problems,
issues and needs having implications for research, demonstration training, and service in
physical education, recreation and psychomotor function of mentally retarded persons.
Translates research findings into practical instructional hints, teaching techniques and
related ideas that can be used by practitioners. All entries are indexed and cross-indexed
in one of five indioes. 197296 pp.

BEST OF CHALLENGE VOL. II. A compilation of the best articles from the 1970-1973
issues of CHALLENGE, AAHPER's newsletter for special educators, parents, volunteers :417
and othera who work with the handicapped. Designed as a basic of supplerAntanitextk
for college courses and' as a reference for workshops, clinics, seminars, institutes,
classes and similar in-service and preservice programs. 1974. 184 pp.

INTEGRATING PERSONS MTH HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS INTO REGULAR
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION FROGRAMS, An analysis of selected
research and program literature concerned with the integration of individuals with hand-
icapping conditions into physical education, recreation and related programs., With
Selected references ang audiovisual aids. 1975. 60 pp.

MATERIALS ON CREATIVE ARTS FOR PERSONS' WITH HANDICAPPING CONDI-
TIONS. A comprehensive analysis of program and research literature concerning ens,
crafts, dance, drama and music for individuals with various handicapping conditions.
Sections include bibliographic references, audiovisual materials,,resource persons, re-
lated associations and organizations, and material/equipment suppliers, 1975. 104 pp.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES FQR THE MENTALLY RETARDED (IDEAS FOP INSTRUC-
TION), Instruction in activities promoting fundamental motor development and the explo-
raoon of general areas of skill; designed for use by physical education instructors,
classroom teachers, parents and redreation personnel. 1968. 137 pp.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH MULTIPLE
HANDICAPPING CONDiTIONS, Contains a brief anatysis of literature, abstracts and
information on physical education and recreation for individuals with multiple handicap-
ping conditions. Sections are presented that incluge examples of related programs,
references, resource cohtacts.and audiovisual aids. 1975. 60 pp.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION FOR THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED.
A valuable resource for the special educator recreation specialist and physical educator

as well as the volunteer, paraprofessional or parent involved in physical education
-or recreation for the visually handicapped. Includes information on the nature of visual
impairments, practical suggestions for active participation in modified programs and
successful, easy-to-administer ins;ructional methods. A variety of sourfes are suggested
for funher reference, study and use, 1970. 80 pp.

PRACTICAL GUIDE FOB TEACHING THE MENTALLY RETARDED TO SWIM, De-
signed to help professionals and volunteers teach the mentally retarded to swim or to
sWim better. Sections deal with the instructional staff, volunteers and aids, preservice and
in-service training, anu community involvement, and include creative approaches which
have been used successfully_ in aquatics programs. 1969. 160 pp.
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RECREATION AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED, Cov,
ers the objectives of recreation, brief descriptirc; of mental retardation, What play can
mead for the retarded objectives and desired outcomes of programs in physical activity,
organization and teaching, and suggested activities. Annotated bibliography of source
materials. 1966. 96 pp.

RESOURCE GUIDE IN SEX EDUCATION FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED. A
cdmprehensive guide for the educator, volunteer and parent prepared by AAHPER ahd
the Sex Information and Educa,tion Council of the United States. A developmental
approach is utilized so that materials can be readily selected for use with the educable or
trainable child. Includes a detailed coded listing of additional resources. 1971. 80 pp.
SPECIAL FITNESS TEST MANUAL FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED. Explains the
development of the hilt:Which was adapted from the AAHPER Youth Fitness Tesi, and
describes each of the teven test items and tells how each is administered. National
norms for mentally retarded boys and girls, age 8 to 18, are presented along with
standards of eligibility for each award, 1968. 56 pp.

SPECIAL OLYMPICS INSTRUCTIONAL MANUALFROM BEGINNERS TO
CHAMPIONS. Covers activities, methods, teachingtcoaching hints and progressions for
conditioning and fitness, track and field, volleyball and swimming,a0prapriate tor
youngsters of all ages at all prerformance levels. Developed primarily for uWe ,by aides,
volunteers and classroom teachers of mentally retarded youngsters, but eddally useful
for professionals in the fields of physical education, recreation, sports and athletics.
Published jointly with the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundatioa. 1972. 128 pp,

WHAT RECREATION RESEARCH SAYS TO THE RECREA11ON PRACTITIONER.
The appendix to this new AAHPER publication, which highlights the practical aspects of
.recent recreation research, provides a guide to information resources ,programing for
persons with handicapping conditions'. Contains sections on administrative behavior,
behavior modification, therapeutic recreation, and recreation as a social institution. 1975.
80 pp,
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